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Out of Character
The Irish Department of Education has
decided to deny Leaving Certificate students of the Chinese language the chance to
take their final exams using the traditional
Chinese (Mandarin) characters. The decision caused dismay among scholars of Chinese in Ireland who have formed a pressure
group, the Mandarin Chinese Group, and
created a petition urging the government
to reverse course. Even in the news-dry
season of August, this news story was not
one that animated the masses. Yet there
is a lot in it that deserves our attention.
Minister for Education, Norma Foley,
responded to the charge that her department’s change in policy denies traditional
script official recognition in the Irish educational system as follows: ‘While heritage
speakers are certainly allowed to study the
course and sit the exam, the specification
is not designed for them…The inclusion of
traditional characters is not suitable for a
specification pitched at ab initio level’. It
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is hardly surprising that
such a watery excuse
was issued as a statement and that Foley did
not take questions. It
is true that traditional
Chinese script typically has more strokes
in its characters and that makes it more
complex. (I spent years living in Japan and
I never saw a traditional Japanese character and wished that it had more strokes.
One character, in particular, stands out in
my weary recollection—Utsu, 鬱—which
has a whopping 29 strokes. Appropriately
enough, it is the word for depression).
But the number of strokes in Chinese
characters is not at issue at all in the Irish

government’s deliberations.
The traditional script is used in both
Hong Kong and Taiwan whereas it is out of
favour in the highly centralised political
and educational systems sponsored by the
Communist Party in Beijing, where the
simplified Chinese characters are used.
The programme of repression instigated
by Beijing in Hong Kong in response to the
non-violent protests on the island has been
appalling to witness and its objective is the
elimination of Hong Kong and its absorption into China within a decade or so. The
next island in the sights of the President
of China, Xi Jinping, is Taiwan. Taiwan has
enjoyed independence from China since
the end of the Chinese Civil War in 1949.
Even so, the island’s assertion of independence, be it cultural or political, from the
mainland is anathema to Beijing.
Beijing has adopted covert methods of
underpinning its ideology abroad through
the vehicle of investment in foreign universities. The Confucius Institute at University
College Dublin, which was founded in
2006, is one of hundreds of such institutes established on university campuses
throughout the world. It is co-financed
by the Irish and Chinese governments and
the Chinese government reserves the right
to appoint a Chinese government official
as co-director to run it. The institute has
engendered distrust and division among
UCD’s academic staff, who argue that it
is antithetical to freedom of expression.
If disaffection among faculty mounts it
could have tangible results: the University
of Chicago closed its Confucius Institute in
response to pressure to protect the university’s academic integrity.
A key role of senior administrators in
universities is to sell the tergiversation that
inward investment on campus by vested
interest groups is the only way to retain
high-quality education and that it comes
without conditions (in this instance, to
act as Beijing’s fixers). The student body
rotates every three or four years whereas
the faculty possesses institutional memory.
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Arguably, then, the faculty has the most
important role in defending the intellectual culture of Chinese Studies at UCD.
Some members of faculty are apt to seek
a platform in the media to remind university management, and the government
that stands behind it, that freedom of
expression is compromised by the ongoing
presence of the Confucius Institute. UCD’s
faculty is overreacting of course. Any fear
that leasing a chuck of the campus to a
dictatorship may result in censorship is
incomprehensible.
If the faculty does manage to force a
cessation of the Confucius Institute, the
contractual terms between UCD and the
Chinese Ministry of Education in the scenario of lease default could hardly be more
favourable to UCD. The university would be
liable to repay Beijing for its investment
at a rate of 60,000 euro per annum (interest-free) for the remaining period of the
50-year lease. 60,000 euro is about the
annual salary of the administrators that
Irish universities are so keen to hire. It is a
cost that UCD can easily absorb. UCD could
then use the Confucius Institute building
to establish authentic Chinese Studies
programmes with a proper focus on Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Tibet and the Uighurs.
However, the President of UCD, Andrew
Deeks, will be wholly concerned with another balance sheet. Fully 10% of UCD’s
non-EU student body are Chinese students—
more so than at any other Irish university.
The inward flow of these cash cows (yes,
university senior administrators are that
cynical) is substantially within the gift of
the Chinese government to determine. So,
Deeks will only break the Confucius Institute lease, thereby removing all obstacles
to free enquiry on campus into China’s
machinations, under extreme duress.
It is worth putting administrators such
as Deeks under that pressure. The Chinese
government is exercising ideological control on discourse about its policies through
the instrumentality of our universities.
Now, with the government’s decision on
Leaving Certificate Chinese, we have evidence enough that that ideology is filtering
down to the secondary school system.
Beijing is rubbing its hands at Minister
Foley and the Irish government failure
to do the bare minimum to recognise the
cultural rights of small islands cursed with
an expansionist and repressive neighbour.
Irish people know something about such
circumstances, so it is all the more a travesty to witness our educational system
capitulating.
Maurice Fitzpatrick is Visiting Fellow
at the University of Notre Dame, Indiana.
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Is the Long-Awaited
Startup Visa Finally Here?
For many years, immigration
advocates such as ourselves at
McEntee Law have been pushing
for a startup visa in the U.S. immigration system.
Despite the challenges of the
current system, according to a
study by the National Foundation
for American Policy, immigrants
have founded 44 of the 87 U.S.
startup companies valued at 1
billion dollars or more. However,
for every one of those immigrant-founded startups, there

are many more that could not be
created or sustained due to the
antiquated options in our current
immigration system. What has
been keeping the United States
from creating a visa for immigrant startup founders? And what
have we been losing out on in the
meantime?
As it turns out, quite a lot. Over
twenty different countries—from
Ireland to Japan to Singapore—
currently offer a startup visa. So
how does a country ranked #3 for
entrepreneurship in the world
fail to offer a visa for immigrant
startup founders?
Immigrants have always played
a critical role in creating new,
flourishing companies in the United States. America can thank the
work of immigrants for starting
companies such as Tesla, Google,
and Yahoo (just to name a few).
The work of immigrants has not
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only led to new jobs and economic
revenue in the United States,
but also cultural breakthroughs,
technological innovation, and
life-changing scientific discoveries. Most recently, we have
immigrants to thank for helping
get the vaccine developed at
pharmaceutical companies Moderna and Pfizer. Americans don’t
only need immigrant to boost the
economy—we quite literally need
them to survive.
While the U.S. doesn’t currently
offer a startup visa, an important
part of this conversation is the
International Entrepreneur Rule,
(IER) a new program many have
casually referred to as “the startup visa.” The IER is not actually
a “visa,” it’s technically an entry
parole program, though it does
give work authorization to immigrant founders of startups, assuming certain conditions are met.
Originally introduced by the
Obama/Biden administration
in January 2017, during the
Trump administration, the IER
was blocked and nearly rescinded completely. This past May,
the Biden administration fully
re-implemented the IER, though,
due to ongoing COVID-related
immigration delays, it’s been
challenging for new applicants to
get IER applications approved and
enter-on-approved-IER parole. As
a result, the IER has been mostly
ineffective for those it intended
to help. While IER is certainly a
move in the right direction, the
program has some serious limitations given the current COVID
climate - limitations that could
be fixed by Congress passing a
startup visa.
While waiting for a startup
visa, the United States has been
losing out on foreign talent to
other countries. Congresswoman
Zoe Lofgren of California, a longstanding advocate for immigration
reform, recognizes the need for
a startup visa in the U.S. In a
recent Congressional hearing,
Congresswoman Lofgren, who is
also Chair of the House Judiciary’s
Subcommittee on Immigration
and Citizenship, spoke about the
benefits of a startup visa and how
the United States is currently
losing out to other countries on

foreign talent. As long-time advocates in this space, we were
delighted to be asked to submit a
statement for the record for this
congressional hearing.
Shortly after the hearing, Congresswoman Lofgren introduced
the Let Immigrants Kickstart
Employment (LIKE) Act, or, as we
know it, the long-awaited startup
visa. While the requirements for
the LIKE Act are similar to that
of the IER, the LIKE Act creates a
temporary W-1 visa for approved
applicants. The LIKE Act also
creates a W-2 visa for essential
employees of the start-up entity,
with numerical limits per entity,
and a W-3 visa for the spouses
and children of W-1/W-2 nonimmigrants. W-3 spouses can apply
for employment authorization
and expedited processing will be
available for the W-1 and W-2 options. Excitingly, the Act proposes
an option for the W-1 founder to
self-petition for a green card as an
immigrant entrepreneur.
Though the topic of immigration is almost always viewed as
a partisan issue in the U.S., the
economic benefits of allowing
more foreign entrepreneurship
should really appeal to both sides
of the political spectrum. The
introduction of the LIKE Act is
long overdue, and we hope that
Congress will come together to
recognize the benefits of bringing
more foreign entrepreneurs to the
States. We look forward to seeing
the work of immigrants continue
to flourish in the States, and have
our fingers crossed that Congress
can work together to pass the
LIKE Act.
Only time will tell what successful companies and entrepreneurship will come as a result of
this new legislation. Above all,
we are consistently inspired by
immigrant resilience, and cannot
wait to see more immigrants
thrive in the U.S. as a result of
the startup visa.
McEntee has had the pleasure
of working with many immigrant-founded startups, including
several founded by proud Irish
immigrants. We are excited to
have the opportunity to help even
more immigrants achieve their
American dreams.
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Lethal in Small Doses
By: David Pearson The Book Folks
This is the second part of Green Crime
Fiction which was discussed last month. It
is a review of David Pearson’s just published
book: Lethal in Small Doses. Pearson sited
this book in Dublin rather than in Connemara. Where all of his recent books have been
sited. The present book is also a mystery
and police procedural.
The original call for help is to the Store
Street Garda Station, where Detective
Sergeant Fionna Moore is the lead detective. The body is routinely brought to
the morgue. Later, the pathologist calls
Detective Moore to tell her that there are
some unusual marks on her body that make
him suspicious of the cause of death. He
says these are slight bruising marks on the
throat, bloodshot eyes, and broken small
vessels in the face. But the toxicology
report is a bombshell. A small amount of
morphine was found in her blood! Fionna
Moore realizes she is dealing with a murder!
Now we watch as she organizes a police
stakeout to catch the killer.
Fionna asks the night duty nurse, who
found Mrs. Humphries, why she looked
in on her. “About twenty past eleven, Mr.
Kendrick rang his bell. I went to see what
he wanted, and when I was leaving his
room, I heard the radio in Mrs. Humphries’s

room, and it seemed
to be turned to a pop
station. That was very
unusual-so I knocked
on her door, and when
there was no reply, I
went in. I knew straight away that there
was something badly wrong, so I checked
for a pulse and then called the ambulance.”
She interviews the doctor who cared
for the home where Mrs. Humphries lived:
“Did you ever prescribe morphine for her…?
Good Lord no. She had no need of it. Why
do you ask..? Our pathologist found traces
of morphine in her blood.”
Fionna, and the other detectives on her
team, hope for a clue from the forensics,
from where the room where the killer
struck or from the relentless interviewing.
Like this example: The next-door neighbor
is interviewed by Detective Moore. Mrs.
Humphries dilapidated house is for sale.
While he was cutting the grass in front of his
house, a stranger walked up, the neighbor
saw no car, he asked about the owner of
the house next door. The neighbor noticed
the questions were about the owner rather
than about the house with its for-sale sign.
Detective Moor, and the detective accompanying her, say: “I wonder if you could give
us a description of the man?” The neighbor
described “the man’s height and stature,
and his hairstyle or lack of one.”
Moore says, “have we got the description” of the strange visitor to the care
house. He kept asking for her room number.
The desk clerk had described him, Moore
says: “Great. If these two are even close,
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then we may be on to something.”
Later, Moore tells forensics to check the
fire escape. The killer used it to get away.
She says, “especially check for foot prints
at the bottom of the escape, where debris
from the roof collects.”
Moore asks a police profiler for her opinion. Her estimate proves to be helpful. She
feels older women somehow hurt him long
ago and now he is getting revenge.
David Pearson is the author of this fastpaced and intriguing mystery, police procedural book. He is an Irishman who lives on
Ireland’s east coast near Dublin.
All of his previous books have been “set
in the beautiful Connemara region in the
west of Ireland.” He brought
readers into the fabulous
landscape with its rugged
mountains and scenic coastline.”
“All of David Pearson’s mystery books have
achieved number one best
seller status on Amazon.”
The detectives on the
manhunt for the killer are
discouraged because there
are no results. Another detective tells them: “Let’s just do our job.
Keep detecting. Keep investigating. You
know that’s what gets results.”
A detective come to the doorway of Fionna’s office and says, “Excuse me, Sergeant,
I have been looking at the CCTV from the
nursing home, scene of the other deaths,
like you asked me to and I think I’ve spotted
something.”
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Fionna Moore, and several other detectives, went to look. The detective “clicked
on a few keys on the PC’s keyboard and a
view of the upstairs corridor of the hallway
of the care home appeared. The screen
showed an empty corridor. A nurse appeared
with her back to the corner, walking down
the hallway. She went directly to room
B210 and entered without knocking…three
minutes later, the door to the room opened
again, and the nurse came out. She was
careful not to show her face to the camera,
and walked to the end of the corridor, and…
to the fire escape.”
The detective says, “Have a close look at
the nurse’s feet. I see what you mean. They
must be size 9 or more…And
they are men’s outdoor shoes.
Not the kind of thing a nurse
would wear…I think there’s a
good chance that this isn’t the
nurse at all.”
Fionna Moore says, “Wow!
Well done! Call the nurse and
ask her what kind of footwear
she uses when she is on duty.
She says she wears lightweight
trainers when she is at work.”
Moore says, “Excellent. This is
our first big breakthrough.”
The skill of the author shows that energetic police investigation and insight into
human psychology, leads Detective Fionna
to stop the killing and to track down and
capture the killer. But first, she has a harrowing face-to-face struggle with the killer!
This exciting book is a wonderful example
of Green Crime Fiction.
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beginning for our clients and families throughout the Chicagoland
area so they can enjoy the benefits of staying home but also thrive in
an environment filled with quality loving care!
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go through an interview process. Each
person is fingerprinted and must abide
by all policies. The personality of a
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from
family
have
and
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in
Hi, I’m Annie Nestor. I was born
possible person for you. We are a team
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founded in 2015.
all concerned.
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decided to pass the baton. Our children
offered throughout the U.S. and around
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wellness program featuring 21 simple
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area of caregiving, seniors! I thought, I’m
abilities. The exercises are natural and organic &
not going to retire I’m going to RE-FIRE!
focus
on the healthy longevity of the body & mind.
Working with seniors reminds me of my

“Destiny Senior Care has proven to be an
excellent caregiver company, servicing a
wide variety of clients. As an RN working in a primarily geriatric field, I have
made many referrals to Destiny as I am
very confident in the skills, knowledge,
and compassion their caregivers have to
offer my patients. I have personally seen
the employees of this company go above
and beyond any other private duty/companion companies I have had
experience with. Their clients
wonderful years teaching children loving,
have nothing but the best to
say about their care and
laughing, and appreciating the joys of life.
services.”
Jillian P.
HAPPY SENIORS singing old favorite tunes is music to my ears.
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On the Upbeat

bum only available now at the
fest—doing the
happy dance
about this!!
Two albums
were released
late in 2020 and due to musicians unable
to travel to be together to present them,
went with little notice. Both are deserving
a much better awareness and celebratory
welcome. The first is by a trio of masters,
Mike McGoldrick, John McCusker, and John
Doyle who first met in 2007 as part of The
Transatlantic Sessions in which they are still
actively involved. Titled THE REED THAT
BENDS IN THE STORM, this album is a masterpiece comprised of mainly tunes writ-

By Maryann
McTeague Keifer

As this column was being added to the
September issue of Irish American News,
Cliff, myself and many others are on our
way with great excitement, as well as a
good amount of trepidation, to Milwaukee’s
Covid delayed 40th Anniversary Irish Fest.
I hope to be able to tell you next month
about the great time we had and new
music we were treated to. Gaelic Storm
and Scythian have new albums to debut
live there, and Cathie Ryan has a new al-
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ten by them, with a
few other gems sprinkled among the sets,
and carefully chosen
songs that John Doyle
delivers in perhaps
the best we’ve heard
from him. Once better known for his much
sought after rhythmic
guitar style, and being
a rare left handed player, he has become a
favorite singer of many. His song choices
always have lovely melodies and poignant
lyrics which give listeners several reasons
to enjoy them. This album features a stunning version of “Factory Girl” beautifully
arranged by all three. In “Napoleon Bonaparte,” he laments the tribulations of the
Napoleonic Wars. You’ll thoroughly enjoy
his versions of “I Never Let you Know” and
“Maid on the Mountain” and will be singing
along on “Willy Taylor.”
Equally brilliant is Mike McGoldrick, multi
instrumentalist best known for his flute,
whistle, and pipe playing. A member of
Capercaillie, Ushers Island, and former
member of Flook, and Eden’s Bridge, Mike
has recorded band, solo and graced many
other musicians’ albums. Also a master of
many instruments, but best known for his
lively Scottish fiddling, former Battlefield
Band member John
McCusker brings his
talent and producing
skills to this amazing
collection of music.
Fifteen of the tunes
and songs on the album have been composed by the trio, and
the remainder, other
than Donald Shaw’s
“The Jura Wedding
Reel,” have been creatively arranged by
them. Several of the sets, like the opening ”Madison Set,” begin with entrancing
slower tempo tunes and morph into lively
pieces that get your toes tapping and your
smiles bigger and brighter. “Sonny Walsh’s”
and “The Asturian Set” are two particular
favorites of mine, although, there isn’t a
cut on this album I would pass on. Treat
yourself to this masterpiece.
A second treasure you should be aware of
is The Trip We Took Over the Mountains by
father and son duo Charlie and Rowan Piggott. Charlie, a native of County Cork, was
a founding member of the iconic band De
Dannan. While he began his playing on the
accordion, he was, during the De Dannan
years, best known for his banjo playing and
having brought the banjo to the forefront of
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Irish traditional music. A
finger injury resulted in
his returning to the accordion as his primary instrument which you will
thoroughly enjoy on this
album. He has always
been a great collector of
tunes which proved to be
a great benefit in putting
this collection together.
Rowan is the fiddler of the family and is also
known for his folk singing, song writing, and
tunesmith talents. Having been reared in
the Burren area of Clare, he is enamored
with traditional Irish singing. Three songs
are included in this collection, a beautiful
translation of “Seán Ó Dubhir A’Ghleanna”
telling of the tragic burninig of the forests
during the Williamite Wars, a simple, yet
delightful, version of “Rattlin’ Roarin’
Willie,” and a beautiful love song “Molly
na gCuach Ni Chuilleandin.”
This album is a result of a tour they did
from Miltown, Malbay to one of my favorite
towns, Kinvara. It is composed of songs
and tunes that are a mixture of traditional
and those learned from other musicians
over the years including the inimitable
Joe Cooley, Junior Creehan, Kilrush’s Mrs.
Crotty, Chicago’s piper Jim McGuire, Micho
Russell, Johnny Moynihan, the Fahy family,
and the late Eithne
Ni Uallacháin. It is
really good true Irish
traditional music that
is well described in
some of the best liner
notes I’ve seen with an
album.
You will experience
a wide variety of tunes
including reels, jigs,
polkas, hornpipes,
waltzes. slides, slip jigs, and marches.
They’ve taken several pipe tunes and
masterfully adapted them to the fiddle
and accordion.
One of my favorites here is “Maire Rua.”
The album opens with Charlie, and Rowan
soon joining, on “Jackson’s Coagy & The
Trio to Bantry” followed by the well known
“Pigeon on the Gate & Cooley’s Mountain
Dew.” The tunes are played simply and yet
are utterly splendid. You cannot help but
be pulled into each tune finding your head
and toes keeping time and a smile never
leaving your face. If you love traditional
Irish music, this is as must have.
I purchased both albums from Custy’s in
Ennis, Co. Clare who has a good online site
and had them to me in just a few days.
Sláinte
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This is the next of a series of columns on how the law can
impact your life. Each month we will focus on various aspects
of the law relating to personal injuries, those that happen both
on-the-job and otherwise, including mishaps which occur in driving
vehicles, using products and receiving medical care. The column
will also respond to legal questions relating to personal injury
that are sent to us.
Healy Scanlon, formerly The Healy Law Firm, is comprised of
seven trial attorneys. We are located downtown at 111 West Washington Street, Suite 1425, Chicago, Illinois 60602 (800-922-4500
or 312-977-0100). www.HealyScanlon.com. The firm concentrates
in the representation of injured victims of all types of accidents.

of taking care of themselves
and less capable to fight for
their rights or advocate for their
safety. Therefore, the act provides several advantages missing
from typical lawsuits. First, in a
nursing home case, unlike most
other cases, if a plaintiff is victorious the defendant must pay
the attorneys’ fees. Also, unlike
most other civil cases, violators
of the Nursing Home Care Act can
receive disciplinary sanctions and
suspension and/or revocation of
licenses to do business.

Nursing Home Instructions
Adopted by the Illinois
Supreme Court

In an effort to enforce viola-

The Frequency of Nursing
In Illinois, our legislature has tions of the Nursing Home Care
Home Abuse and Neglect recognized this significant prob- Act, the Illinois Supreme Court

Abuse and neglect of nursing
home residents occurs with
alarming frequency in our country. The amount of nursing homes
in the United States continues to
grow, due in part to increasing
life expectancies. Some studies
estimate that as many as 24%
of nursing home residents have
experienced at least one instance
of abuse while in the care of a
nursing home. In another study,
roughly 80% of family members
with relatives residing in nursing
homes believe a relative has
experienced abuse or neglect.
Whether these beliefs are valid
or not, aging individuals are a
vulnerable population and at
risk for abuse and neglect in
nursing homes. These studies are
troubling because in the United
States there are over 1.4 million
nursing home residents. According to the Illinois Department
of Public Health, Illinois has approximately 1,200 long-term care
facilities serving over 100,000
residents.
Illinois Nursing Home Act Attempts to Protect Residents

lem and has enacted laws and
rules to protect those that are
aging or with disabilities in nursing homes. The Nursing Home
Care Act has been in existence
for many decades and has provided residents protection from
abusive and neglectful nursing
home operators and employees.
The Act provides some measure
of protection from those who
could cause harm. This includes
a “bill of rights” for nursing
home residents, which enforces
the right to be free from abuse
and neglect by nursing home operators and employees. The Act
continues to fight for residents
who are confronted with inadequate, improper, and degrading
treatment.
Many of these situations result
in claims and lawsuits against the
nursing home operators and employees. Naturally, nursing home
residents are often less capable

Committee on Jury Instructions
developed a set of instructions to
help jurors fairly decide nursing
home cases.
The Illinois Supreme Court
appoints attorneys to serve on
committees to create, review,
and edit jury instructions both for
civil and criminal cases. The committee for civil jury instructions
adopted instructions that are to
be utilized in nursing home cases.
For instance, the jury instructions provide specific definitions
of what the terms “abuse” and
“neglect” mean in the context
of a nursing home case. The instructions also provide guidance
as to the specific facts that must
be proved in order for nursing
home residents to prevail on
their claim.
These instructions are significant because they will provide a
framework for juries to come to a
fair decision in nursing home cas-

Mary Ellen Considine
Office 312.266.7000
Voice Mail: 773.687.5181
Cell: 773.704.4250
Efax:781.609.9527

maryellen.considine@cbexchange.com
1910 N Clybourn Ave
Chicago IL 60614

es. Ultimately, this should ensure
that elderly and disabled nursing
home residents are provided
greater protections from abuse
and neglect and also provide remedies if abuse or neglect occurs.

Statute of Limitations
forNursing Home Abuse
and Neglect Cases

In general, Illinois has a twoyear statute of limitations to file
a nursing home abuse or neglect
case. There are some special
exceptions to Illinois’s general
two-year statute of limitations.
For example, if a victim is
injured in a government-run facility, their statute of limitations
may be shorter.
The two-year limitation begins
at the time the injury occurred
to the victim or at the time the
victim should have reasonably
known they were injured. If a
resident, a family member, or
a friend suspects that an injury
occurred due to abuse or neglect
they should contact a doctor immediately for a medical consolation and file a report with the
nursing home. After the victim
is observed by the doctor, there
are four simultaneous steps that
need to be taken. First, begin
looking for representation by a
qualified attorney who specializes in the Nursing Home Care Act.
Second, preserve any evidence
of the injuries including medical records, incident reports,
and photographs. Third, begin
documenting all relevant facts
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of the injury. Fourth, report the
abuse or neglect to the Illinois
Department of Public Health’s
24-hour a day Nursing Home
Hotline (800-252-4343).
Illinois continues to take steps
to protect those in nursing home
care, however, it is important to
know that the two-year statute
of limitations helps protect
nursing homes from taking responsibility. For this reason and
special exceptions regarding
Illinois’s statute of limitations,
it is highly recommended that
any suspected victim of nursing
home abuse or neglect seeks out
representation from an attorney
as early as possible. Nursing
home abuse and neglect cases
is one of the areas in which
Healy Scanlon concentrates its
practice and is dedicated to
protecting the rights of people
injured due to the negligence
of others.

Matthew M. Gannon

By: Matthew M. Gannon.
Robert Hanrahan, Law Clerk,
contributed to this article.
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Golf’s Ryder Cup Returns to the
Midwest with a Distinctive Irish Flair
By Emmett Fitzpatrick

The eyes of the golfing world
will turn to Wisconsin this month
for the 43rd Ryder Cup Matches,
set to take place September 24-26
at famed Whistling Straits in Sheboygan, and fans of Irish golf will
have much to watch for as the top
golfers from Europe take on their
American counterparts. For one,
legendary Irish golfer
Padraig Harrington will
be captaining the European team, and Northern
Ireland’s Rory McIlroy will
be one of the top players
for Harrington’s squad.
Even the golf course –
situated on the shores
of Lake Michigan - draws
inspiration from Ireland,
as it is modeled after
traditional links courses
of the British Isles.
This year’s tournament, postponed from
last year due to the pandemic, will return to
the Midwest for the first
time since 2012, when
the Europeans staged an
unforgettable comeback
win at Medinah Country Club in
the northwest suburbs. A full fan
experience is expected, which
will no doubt lead to a rollicking
atmosphere at an event long
known for its boisterous patrons
and tense matches.
Irish Golfers: Harrington, who
was featured in a cover story for
this paper when Ireland hosted
the Ryder Cup at the K Club in
2006, will look to complement an
impressive list of achievements
in his playing career - which includes wins in back-to-back Open
Championships as well as a PGA
Championship – with a successful
performance in the role of captain. Irish Ambassador to the U.S.
Dan Mulhall called Harrington
“Ireland’s greatest individual
sportsman” during a virtual conversation on his career and the
Ryder Cup earlier this year, and
defeating the Americans on their
home soil would only add to the
Dublin native’s legacy.
McIlroy may be the most famous

golfer on the planet not named
Tiger Woods, and he is no stranger
to Ryder Cup glory, having already
competed in five matches and
been on the winning side in four
of them. Hailing from Holywood in
Northern Ireland, McIlroy chose to
represent the Republic of Ireland
in this summer’s Olympic Games,
where he nearly captured a bronze

medal. While his game has not
been quite as dominant as it was
when he captured four major
championships before turning 25,
he and Spaniard Jon Rahm will
be the top players on the European squad. McIlroy will again be
teaming up with fellow Irishman
Shane Lowry, who also competed
for Ireland in the Olympics and
memorably captured the 2019
Open Championship, where he
celebrated in fine style in Dublin
and in his hometown of Clara in
County Offaly.
The Course: Viewers watching

the matches on television could
be forgiven if, at first glance,
they believe they are watching a
tournament in Ireland or Scotland,
rather than eastern Wisconsin.
After all, Whistling Straits is
located directly on the shores
of Lake Michigan, and that is by
design. While the Straits Course
does not boast the long history of
those traditional courses in the
British Isles – it opened in 1998 – it
was designed as a replica of the
famous links courses that
dot Ireland’s coastline.
Whistling Straits also
boasts another course
on the premises – aptly
titled the Irish Course
– that pays homage to
the rugged, windswept
style of golf made famous
across the pond.
Local Connections:
When we polled an informal survey of local
golf fans in the Irish
community on their
rooting preferences for
the matches, the results broke down along
national lines, which is
not surprising given the
competitive nature of
the event. European fans
will no doubt be outnumbered at
Whistling Straits, as the Americans
will have a decided home course
advantage, a fact that is not lost
on Harrington. During his conversation with Ambassador Mulhall,
Harrington asked each European
fan to cheer as hard as three
Americans to attempt to make up
for this difference.
Time will tell if the Irish influence on the Ryder Cup – from its
leaders to its players and its golf
course – will sway the result of the
matches, but the event promises
to be quite a spectacle to watch.
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Join Us for the Shamrock
American Club Dance October 2 at
the Irish American Heritage Center

Hello Members and Friends!
The next Shamrock American Club dance will be held
in the Shamrock American
Club Room on the second
floor of the Irish American
Heritage Center, Saturday
October 2, 2021 at 8pm.
Entertainment will be
provided by Joe Cullen, Admission is $10 at the door,

coffee, tea and goodies will
be served.
For more information,
please feel free to contact
Pauline Scollard at 773-5920912 or e-mail at scollard@
att.net.
Hope to see you,
Pauline Scollard
President,
Shamrock American Club

CENTRALMETALRECYCLING.COM

Buyers of: ● COPPER

● ALUMINUM

● BRASS

● STEEL
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● CAST IRON

Your Scrap Metal Connection

The Island Of Ireland Is Rolling Out The Green Carpet
For US Visitors As Travel And Tourism Open Up Again
Q&A With Alison Metcalfe, Tourism Ireland Vice President for North America

A

18 months of
US
visitors can once again
look forward to a vacation to
the island of Ireland. Attractions, restaurants, hotels and
shops are all open now. The
Republic of Ireland is way
ahead of most European nations in terms of the number
of over-16s that have been
vaccinated, with more than 90
percent, and Northern Ireland
is not far behind.
American visitors have
always been a key part of the
tourism industry in Ireland
and it is hoped they will
also play a major role in it’s
recovery. We recently spoke
with Alison Metcalfe who, as
Tourism Ireland VP for North
America, is spearheading the
effort to re-establish the US as
a major market for Irish Tourism.

AM: The same great vacation
experiences that attracted a
record number of US travelers
pre pandemic are ready and
waiting, and in many cases
Ireland’s appeal will be even
stronger. Visitors are looking
to enjoy the great outdoors
more than ever before, and
Ireland’s wealth of activities
such as cycling, walking and
golf offer great ways to explore
nature and the great outdoors.
Ireland’s unique culture and
heritage experiences are at the
heart of a vacation in Ireland
and when combined with
great places to stay, world
class food and the warmest
Irish welcome, it makes for a
memorable vacation. Tourism
experiences across the island
of Ireland will be adhering to
mandated health and safety
protocols while continuing to
deliver an enjoyable experience and high standard of
service. We can’t wait to roll
out the ‘green’ carpet’!

fter almost

pandemic restrictions,

IH: Ireland is open and
ready to welcome back
international visitors to
its shores, what plans does
Tourism Ireland have to
encourage US travellers to
travel back to the island
of Ireland?
AM: Tourism Ireland is encouraging American travelers to start planning a future
trip to the island of Ireland.
Ireland reopened to international travel including the
US on July 19, and businesses
have been working hard to
get ready to welcome visitors
back. The last 18 months have
been difficult for everyone
but now we can get back to
the things that matter most,
reconnecting with family and
friends and enjoying Ireland’s
great outdoors, beautiful wild
landscapes and participating in
the ‘craic’.
As we hit the marketing

Alison Metcalfe
‘restart’ button, Tourism Ireland is working closely with
our North American travel
partners to inspire future
travel demand by highlighting the wide variety of things
to see and do across the
island—including the Wild
Atlantic Way, the Causeway
Coastal Route, Ireland’s Ancient East, Ireland’s Hidden
Heartlands and vibrant city
experiences including Belfast
and Dublin. We’ll also be
shining a spotlight on our
world class links golf courses,
where our champions—including Rory McIlroy, Shane
Lowry, Pádraig Harrington,

Graeme McDowell and Darren
Clarke—honed and perfected
their skills. Our message will
be that Ireland offers golfers
the complete package—with
some of the very best links
golf in the world, stunning
scenery and the warmest of
welcomes.We’re encouraging
Irish Americans, friends of Ireland and holidaymakers alike
to put plans in place to visit
over the coming months.
IH: The world has changed
a lot in the last 18 months.
What can visitors expect
from an Ireland vacation
post-pandemic?

IH: The US is home to
approximately 35 million people with Irish
heritage, how important
will this audience be in
supporting tourism recovery across the island of
Ireland?
AM: Ireland is extremely
fortunate—in fact it’s the envy
of many countries around the
world, in so far as having such
an influential and committed diaspora. Nowhere is that
more obvious than here in
the US. The bonds between
Ireland and the 35 million
people across the US who
cherish their Irish heritage
have never been stronger.
The last 18 months have
been very difficult for people on
both sides of the Atlantic, when
the pandemic prevented travel

and kept families apart. With
so much family time lost, and
special occasions missed, it is
already evident that those with
friends and family in Ireland
have been among the very first
visitors to return to Ireland.
What’s more, people across the
entire island of Ireland are ready
to welcome them back.
We also hope that the diaspora will share their positive
experiences with friends on
their return to the US and in
so doing assist our recovery efforts, by influencing others to
start planning a trip to Ireland.
IH: As we look to the 2022
and beyond, what can we
expect from tourism to
the island of Ireland for
the US market.
AM: The US market remains
one of Ireland’s most valuable overseas markets for Irish
tourism. US travelers stay
longer and spend more and in
2019, the US market delivered
1.7m visitors to the island of
Ireland worth over €1.6billion. While we recognize it
will take a while to recover
to pre pandemic visitor levels
and achieve full restoration of
2019 air access, our consumer
research indicates there is
significant pent-up demand for
travel to Ireland, and Tourism
Ireland is ready with a major
restart campaign to invite US
travelers to book that long
awaited trip by showcasing the
very best of what the island
of Ireland has to offer. The
tourism industry is resilient
and will gradually recover
from what has been its most
challenging test yet. Ireland is
open and we look forward to
welcoming US travelers back
over the coming months and
helping them make new vacation memories in Ireland.

It is safe to travel to Ireland.
Unprecedented efforts are underway to safeguard public health.
Please visit ireland.com for comprehensive and up-to-the-minute information.
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Perhaps Try
Arming the
Women First

‘Shoot the Women First’.
It does rather jump out at you,
doesn’t it? It certainly leaped out
at me all of thirty years ago when
I spotted the title sitting there in
a Dublin bookshop. And I never forgot that title, so stark and to the
point: ‘Shoot the Women First’.
It was written by a British
journalist called Eileen McDonald
and contained her interviews with
female terrorists from around
twenty separate groups or organisations.
These included those from
Italy’s Red Brigade; the Irish
Republican Army; those of the
Basque separatists; and women
from Germany’s Red Army Faction.
So wide-ranging, to put it mildly.

“WE’VE ALWAYS BEEN GREEN!”

The title itself had come from
a directive given to a German
anti-terror unit. If memory serves
me, they had studied a lot of video
footage of cornered terrorists
and it had been observed that although the men would sometimes
hesitate to shoot – even if only for
a split second – the women never
did. They never hesitated. Hence
the injunction to shoot them first.
I’ve no idea now why that grim
little nugget of information chilled
me so much, with its indication of
ruthless female efficiency. Perhaps
it’s just that it was a long time ago
– in fact it was a full decade before
terrorism was almost redefined
following 9/11 – and I still had a
softer concept of how the world
worked. These days I’d be inclined
to feel that anyone who refers to
the ladies as ‘the gentler sex’ either hasn’t been through a divorce
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or just doesn’t get out enough. Be
that as it may, I still tend to enjoy
the company of women marginally
more than men; well, as much as
I enjoy the company of anyone at
all these days, come to think of it.
Shoot the women first.
It all came back to me yesterday, August 16th, when along with
the rest of the world I watched
the news come in of the fall of
Afghanistan to the Taliban, almost
on the eve of that aforementioned
9/11. What a bloody birthday gift.
And it is impossible to look at
those images or go through the
dozens of photographs being
printed in every newspaper across
the world and not be shaken by
one thing in particular: the total
absence of women. Indeed, out of
two dozen or so photos I looked
at yesterday morning, not one
showed a woman and only one
showed a (male) child. Those
struggling and clambering to get
out of Kabul were all men of
fighting age. If they had ever been
armed then those weapons had
been abandoned probably without
a shot being fired, considering the
bewildering speed with which the
Taliban took over the country. In
fact, they now have more territory
than they did when the Americans
went in twenty years ago.
And you would be quite correct
in thinking: That’s fine for you,
Brady, safe at your laptop thousands of miles away.
Fair enough. But I have to
believe that I would have done
something, given that the Americans had poured billions – billions!
– into training and arming me. And
by throwing my weapon away and

instead fighting to get out I would
be abandoning a wife, a sister, a
mother… a family. My country.
And I couldn’t do that. Especially
as those fine men know that they
are surrendering those women to
the most horrendous of fates. It
sickens and angers me; it turns
my stomach; and, of course, it has
always been like this.
Considering the billions that
appear to have been poured into
a black hole for the past two
decades here’s a thought for the
American government: perhaps
you should have given that training
and those weapons to the women. You know, seeing as how the
‘men’ have proven themselves to
be…well, pretty useless. And, of
course, they were no doubt simply
following the example of their
heroic president Ashraf Ghani who
had no sooner heard the words
‘Taliban makes gains’ than he
was legging it out of the country
like a rat up a drainpipe, stopping
only to fill as many suitcases with
cash as he could get his sweaty,
grubby hands on. And needless
to say, with that much ill-gotten
loot stuffed away he will have no
problem in finding a safe sanctuary
to luxuriously hide in for the rest
of his worthless life. Those of us
old enough to remember Idi Amin
have no doubts on that score.
It seems likely as of this morning
that the reports of chancers at
the Ministry of Defence diverting
funds into their offshore accounts
is true; and as this money was
supposed to pay the official army
then it’s probably another reason
why they weren’t so quick to fight.
What a world.
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But let’s not say that the last
twenty years was all for nothing.
That’s not really factual; because
a lot of people got rich out of
this. You don’t supply weapons
and training over a twenty-year
period without quite a few creeps
making money from misery. It’s a
bit like that other place we’re not
supposed to mention – whisper it:
Yemen – where, honest to God,
there’s not a single British arms
manufacturer coining it in on the
backs of dirt-poor people’s despair. Of course there isn’t.
Ach, get off with you! I’d wager
with a great deal of confidence
that some of those who are today
beating their chests the hardest
and wailing the loudest are also
the ones that have been stuffing
their pockets and Zurich accounts
for the past twenty years.
Again, what a world.
And not much confidence will
be delivered from President Biden,
who is beginning to remind me
an awful lot of Chemical Ali of
Iraq. Remember him? Saddam’s
mouthpiece, who would tell any
camera pointed in his direction
that they were winning big time
while all the while we could see
the American tanks and soldiers
behind him.
And here is the American President categorically denying that
this is anything LIKE the flight
from Vietnam whilst to the poor
old uneducated layman it looks
very MUCH like it.
Yet there is one point in which
he’s correct in denying the Vietnam comparison: when that debacle came to its sorry conclusion
in 1975 it was at least contained.
With this lot, we have terror cells
established across the globe, just
ready to inflict as much harm as
they can on the despised West.
But today I can only think with
sick revulsion of those women and
children that are left behind in a
hell on earth. And wish once again
that the Lords of War in their infinite wisdom had thought to arm
the women first. God knows they
might have done a better job of
fighting back than their fleeing,
panicking menfolk.
They certainly couldn’t have
done any worse.
charleybrady@gmail.com
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Season Changes

In Connemara, we will shortly
experience the wonderful manifestations of the autumn season
once again, a time when nature
changes in a myriad of colours.
It can also be a time for personal
reflection and stepping beyond
our normal boundaries of operation and familiarity.
The Renaissance proper is a
French word meaning ‘rebirth’.
After the fall of the Roman
Empire, Europe was overrun by
Barbarian tribes which led to
the historical timeframe that
we now refer to as ‘The Dark
Ages’. After many centuries of
this, there was a major push
to renew science, literature,
travel and culture and this gave
rise to the Renaissance period in
the Middle Ages. This fostering
of culture and learning would
eventually spawn scientists
such as Galileo and Newton, sea
travellers like Columbus and Da
Gama and artists of the calibre
of Michael Angelo and Da Vinci.
It was a time of great change,
spiritual renewal, and it was a
massive kick start for civiliza-

tion in general.
In this present age we should
also look beyond our normal
boundaries and at our own
potential ‘renaissance’. The
human being is a very adaptive
animal but we have bound
ourselves so much to particular
careers that we do not have the
confidence to break out of them
or try other avenues of work.
There was a statistic published a
few years ago that said only 10%
of people were in the careers
they should be in. The vast majority of us stumble into boxes
and get trapped inside them.
Many people are reluctant
to try new ventures if they do
not have previous experience
of the new function they are
now entering into. This attitude
has changed over the past few
years to now bring our experience, wisdom and work ethic
to the new position and learn
the elements of the new job
afterwards as a secondary consideration. We are capable of
making abrupt career changes
and adapting to them successfully if we need to. The main
thing is not to get boxed in,
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take the time to look around
and put your plans in place to
make that transitional change
if you feel that you need to
achieve more.
As we navigate the early
years of the 21st century, new
tools are demanding new rules.
It is important that we take a
‘leap of faith’ and follow our
intuitions. It is a time to start
challenging the traditional
assumptions and to find new
prisms in order to look at a
changing world. It is also vitally
important that we respect the
inputs from another people’s
point of view.
From a business perspective,
we are living in two worlds at
the same time. The transition
from the factory focused, mass
production way of operating to
the digitally based knowledge
economy is a road full of bad
corners and detours. However,
many successful companies today are balancing both of these
worlds and using the best of the
old practices to bring into the
new. It is time to stop paving the
cow paths and build a new route
instead. As we progress onwards
we must be able to step back,
425 Fawell Blvd, Glen Ellyn
adjust the vision, and emerge
stronger and more confident to
a world that demands greater
cannot change their minds canexpectations. The main thing in we are moving.
‘Progress is impossible with- not change anything’ – George
this world is not so much where
we stand but in what direction out change, and those who Bernard Shaw.

LIVE IN CONCERT!
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The Chieftains
The original traditional Irish folk band,
as far as anyone who came of age in the
1970s or 1980s is concerned, is The Chieftains. Their sound, built largely on Paddy
Moloney’s pipes, is otherworldly, almost entirely instrumental, and seems as though it
comes out of another age of man’s history.
That they became an international phenomenon in the ‘70s and ‘80s is testament
to their virtuoso musicianship.
The Chieftains were first formed in
Dublin during 1963, as a semi-professional
outfit, from the ranks of the top folk musicians in Ireland. Until that time, and for
some years after, the world’s (and even
Ireland’s) perception of Irish folksongs was
rooted in either the good-natured boisterousness and topicality of acts such as The
Irish Rovers or The Clancy Brothers and
Tommy Makem, or the sentimentality of
Mary O’Hara. That began to change in Ireland with the advent of Ceoltoiri Cualann,
a group formed from the ranks of the best

“WE’VE ALWAYS BEEN GREEN!”
traditional Irish musicians
by an RTE field technician,
jazzman, and composer
named Sean O’Riada, who
hailed from County Cork.
Ceoltoiri Cualann which
specialized in instrumental
music, stripped away the pop music inflections from Irish music.
Paddy Moloney came out of Ceoltoiri
Cualann to found The Chieftains in 1963,
seeking to carry this work several steps
further. The earliest recorded incarnation
of the group consisted of Moloney (pipes),
Sean Potts (tin whistle), Martin Fay (fiddle),
David Fallon (bodhran), Mick Tubridy (flute,
concertina), and Sean O’Riada. They were a
success virtually from the beginning. Their
music weaving a spell around audiences in
Ireland and later in England, where they
quickly became popular as both a performing and recording act.
The 1970s saw the group break big
in America. A new, younger generation
of Irish-American listeners who enjoyed
folk music and whose cultural and musical
tastes weren’t limited to songs about “the
troubles” (i.e. England), had already begun
discovering the Chieftains’ music in the
early/mid-’70s. By that time, the group
had elected to go professional, and to
expand its line-up. O’Riada and Fallon left

after the first album, and Peader Mercier
(bodhran) and Sean Keane (fiddle) joined
with the second. Following the recording of
Chieftains 4, they’d added Ronnie McShane
(percussion) and Derek Bell (harp, oboe,
timpan), a classically-trained musician.
Bell’s harp lent the group’s sound a final
degree of elegance and piquancy.
The group’s big breakthrough in America, however, occurred when they provided
the music for Stanley Kubrick’s 1975 movie
Barry Lyndon. The film itself wasn’t a hit,
but the Chieftains were, especially one
track called “Women of Ireland,” which
began getting played heavily on FM progressive rock stations, and even managed
to get onto the playlists of some Top 40
stations. Suddenly, the Chieftains were hot
in America.
Ever since the dawn of the CD era, their
music has been available on compact disc
from the Shanachie Records, while their
more recent work has shown up on the
BMG label, on both compact disc and home
video. The latter have included a Christmas
concert and a mixed ensemble performance
interweaving the group with orchestras,
American folk and country musicians, and
rock musicians, and an album (Irish Heartbeat, 1988) recorded with Van Morrison.
Additionally, the group has been engaged
steadily for film work into the 1990s.
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The band recorded in Nashville, incorporating country sounds with Irish. Two
albums grew out of these collaborations,
“Down the Old Plank Road,” and “Further
Down the Old Plank Road.” Other collaborators over the years have included rockers
Sinead O’Connor, Roger Daltry, Sting. Bonnie Raitt, and Natalie Merchant, as well
as folk musicians Joni Mitchell, Loreena
McKennitt, and Mary Chapin Carpenter.
In recent years, the band has been
changed more by attrition than addition.
The death of Derek Bell followed on the
heels of the retirement of Martin Fay.
The last additions to the band were Kevin
Conneff on vocals and bodhran in 1976,
and Bothy Band flute player Matt Malloy
in 1979, with the lineup rounded out with
Paddy Moloney and Sean Keane. Instead,
the Chieftains brought along dancers and
musicians on tour that added to the mix as
individual players, rather than joining the
group. These included dancer Michael Flatley, Cape Breton fiddler Ashley MacIsaac,
American fiddler Eileen Ivers, and American
folk singer Nanci Griffith.
With over thirty-six albums to their
credit, the band is no where near finding
an end to push the expanse of Irish music.
Rather, they try to find more and different
ways to make the music more inclusive,
rather than exclusive.
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Dear Friends
of Marty Hintz
As you may know, Marty was
the founder of the Irish Post
in Milwaukee. He passed away
last September. His dream was
to make the film Finding Loren,
the story of his father, Loren
Hintz, a P47 fighter pilot who
was killed at the end of WW11 in
Italy, two months before Marty
was born.
(L to R): Gus and Sarah Flaherty, and Sheila Garrity
Marty had started the project,
taking a break in one of the tents designed to keep folks The Irish Ambassador to America Dan contracting a cinematographer
Mulhill, and his wife Greta spent all 3 to film two trips to Italy, raising
cool in the shade!
days of the fest meeting and greeting money and getting letters of
attendees.
support. But timing did not allow
the creation of the film and I
took over its production. I know
Marty would be pleased.
Finding Loren is now complete and will premiere on
September 25th at the newly
renovated Bradley Symphony

Center in Milwaukee. Doors will
open at 12:30 with the film at
1:30. We are very excited.
For more information, visit
our website www.findinglorenthefilm.com.
We hope to see you at the premiere. Or, DVDs will be available
for sale.
Contact Pam Percy, 414-3151115, Pampercy@aol.com

(L to R): Conor O’Keeffe of Vaughan’s Hospitality Group,
Paula Svadlena of Aer Lingus and Mary O’Keeffe discussing a future trip to Ireland.
Maureen Murphy and Rory Makem
traversing the main street of the fest!
photo by J. Lloyd,
Eye of the Chi.

Celebrating the grand reopening of Pippin’s Tavern (l to r):
Publisher of IAN; Cliff Carlson, owner Lyn Z. McKeaney, and
Rick Kogan; columnist for the Chicago Tribune, and radio host
on WGN. Full opening takes place sometime in September!

Musicians Don Penzine, Máirtín de Cógáin, and Steve
Payne on their way to work! We caught Máirtín working
with Cherish the Ladies, and dancing with Cathy Ryan! Tim and Braden Brophy of the Will
County Irish visit the travel section
while they enjoy the fest.

Enjoying the
Milwaukee
Irish Fest!

Congratulations at the Eagle Scout Court of Honor this
month to Matt Murphy (IAHC family member), Jack & Owen
Mathes, and Dylan Wachula of the scouting program based at
St Monica's Parish. These 4 gents you may recognize from
the St Patrick's fest coat check in recent years. They staffed
L to R): John Minster, Andrew the room on behalf of Boy Scouts of St Monica's for a few years
Martins, and Brendan Murphy (pre-covid). In the last 2 years all four have completed the
program and earned the status of EAGLE Scout. Less than 4% of
heading to the field where they will
scouts see thru the requirements, volunteering and community
play Hurling for the crowds
service projects to achieve this goal.

➜
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Roaming
in the Gloaming
By Estelle Shanley
Reflecting back to the sixties,
women of all ages and ethnic
origins launched a campaign to
achieve equality in the work place
and at home. Gloria Steinem,
Betty Friedan and a host of others
became the public voices of Women’s Liberation. Steinem, writer,
feminist and activist joined others
in publishing MS Magazine, Betty
Friedan, wrote the Feminine
Mystic and American women were
off and running, not realizing the
existence of glass ceilings in the
home and the workplace. As wife
and mother living in Boston with
three young daughters, I took
the plunge and joined a Women’s
Consciousness Raising Group. We
met weekly, engaged in heavy
discussion about our respective
roles and the options unavailable
to us via female discrimination.
We reared the children, the men
brought home the bacon, we
cooked it. We yearned for more,
including an identity outside the
home.
A friend in that Consciousness
Group was diagnosed with cancer.
For reasons I cannot explain I
was unable to muster courage to
visit her. I’d think about Ginny
but lacked the moxie to spend
time with her. One afternoon the
doorbell rang and a member of
our group announced Ginny was

Outside
Al Fresco
Dining
►umbrellas
►heaters
►fire pit

outside in the car, unable to get
out, and wanted to see me. Filled
with mortification, shame, fear, I
literally trembled to the car, sat
in the back seat totally shocked
by my friend’s appearance, face
jaundiced, gums receded, loss of
hair, skin and bone. She died a
week later.
What kept me from my friend? I
sat at the requiem mass filled with
shame, crippled with grief and the
following week sought help from
a therapist who introduced me to
Dr. Kubler Ross, a renowned psychiatrist who developed a model
on the five stages of grief. She
lectured, held classes in Boston, I
signed up, and ironically that class
was in a pitch dark
room supplying privacy, plus an abundance
of emotional comfort. That investment
has served me well. I
learned about the five
stages, Denial, Anger,
Bargaining, Depression, and Acceptance.
About death and dying
I learned no matter
what a dying person
requests, provide it,
no questions asked.
As an Irish immigrant people approach
and ask what part of

Ireland I come from. Over the decades I’ve grown uneasy divulging
my origins. Nobody every heard
of the town of Dundalk in County
Louth, the gateway to the North,
a few kilometers from the six
counties. In Ulster. I generally explain its the smallest, the wettest
county in Ireland, fifty miles north
of Dublin, fifty two kilometers
south of Belfast. By that time, I’ve
divulged two much information
and the inquirer’s eyes gloss over.
I sometimes venture to add during
the Troubles my town was a safe
haven for IRA members on the run
from the Brits.
I keep up to date with my
town, visit when I can and am
warmly swarmed by it’s history,
the mountains, the Irish Sea, the
literary richness and most recently discovered that the renowned
psychiatrist, the famed Dr. Elisabeth Kubler-Ross lived in a small
cottage in the Cooley Peninsula,

a short bike ride from my house
in Dundalk. It is with additional
enormous pride I announce that
President Joseph Biden’s ancestors also come from that exact
spot and it’s high on my list to
interview them in November. A
documentary about the “Death
and Dying Lady,” as Kubler Ross
was called, was broadcast recently on RTE Radio developed by her
son Ken Ross.
Ross is the founder and President of the Elisabeth Rubler-Ross
Foundation which carries on his
mother’s work. Ironically The
Five Stages of Grief resonated
in Northern Ireland during the
Troubles in 1998 and 1999 and
the documentary highlighted
that fact. Dr. Ross discovered a
sense of peace in a cottage in
Ireland following a devastating
fire at her Virginia farm in the
eighties during the AIDS epidemic.
Newborns were ostracized, many
left by mothers at
the doors of churches
and hospital fearing
babies had AIDS and
Kubler-Ross planned
to take in those babies. She faced opposition and the refuge
burned to the ground
in a suspected arson
attack. She lost everything, relocated
to Ireland and her son
reported she found
peace in the Emerald
Isle. Her Five Stages
of Grief are about
loss, the death of a
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friend, a decline in health, loss of
freedom, the end of a marriage.
Every time we lose something,
we grieve that loss and Elisabeth
Kubler Ross helped us recognize
and deal with the pain.
During the seventies I kept a
death vigil at my sister-in-law’s
hospital bed in a Boston Catholic
Hospital staffed by nuns. Jane had
a husband and eight children and
we each participated in an hourly
vigil around the clock. I arrived
to the hospital room early in the
morning relieving my grandson.
His mother was restless, making sounds, forming words and I
leaned close to make sense of her
rattled speech. Jane wanted out
of bed, covers off, sit in a chair.
Dr. Kubler-Ross’s words came to
the my mind. Give the dying what
they request. Pulled back the
covers, lifted her up, she pointed
to the chair in the corner, walked
her over, she pulled off the hospital gown, sat down and refused
blanket and sheet. We sat, I sang
quietly holding her hand, a nun
walked in, did a double-take at a
bed with no patient. She gasped
laying eyes on a naked patient,
blew a gasket, continued with an
award winning hissy fit, swooped
her back to bed and with a snarl
demanded me to leave.
I scramble smiling, saying a
prayer to Dr. Ross. My friend Jane
died two days later. So please ask
me now where I come from and I
will recite a litany as long as the
decade of the Glorious Mysteries
of the Rosary!
estelleshanley@aol.com

3 Outdoor Patios - 3 Special Events Rooms
Irish Cottage Room with Fireplace and Bar
Private Rooms - Parties to 300!

Your Host: Martin Lynch & Staff Welcome You to
one of the BEST Irish Pub/Restaurants
in Chicagoland! 708-485-8787

www.irishtimespub.com
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I have been consistently
watching and observing how
everything has and continues to
unfold since covid hit. I often
wonder do others see what I see.
I have been speaking about
the importance of home care for
years now. You see home care
is still so knew but never has it
been more important than it is
now. An entire population was
born between the years of 1946
and 1964s. They were nicked
named the baby boomer generation. Now that generation is
considered senior/ elderly and
needs taking care of at home,
nursing homes and hospitals
around the United States.
Here’s is the bigger issue. Our
health care system is currently
overloaded and continues to run

with limited staff. There are
simply not enough workers on
the ground to meet the demand.
Is the issue because we didn’t
show our appreciation enough
to our nurses, doctors, and or
cnas pre covid? Is it because
we wore our staff thin when so
many were simply frightened to
come to work because of covid?
Is it because those staff on the
ground who worked insane
amounts of overtime because
of staffing deficits, have now
made companies unprofitable
in order to simply keep their
doors open? Is it a lack of education from the top to include
mass confusion, hence workers
chose not to go to work to keep
themselves safe?
Or have we created a semi

static work force that simply
does not want to work because
we are paying them more to
stay home?
Just yesterday driving down
95th street in Oak Lawn I noted
twenty-six signs within a onemile radius that read” hiring”? I
also saw outside our number one
trauma hospital multiple nurses
on the sidewalk with massive
signs saying “Hero to Zero.”
These nurses and medical
staff are being pushed to the
absolute brink. They are being
asked to do more work to offset
the massive imbalance of those
that simply don’t show up for
work. Now many health care
facilities are requiring all staff
to take the vaccination or possibly lose your job creating an
even bigger deficit of workers if
implemented in facilities.
We cannot continue to operate like this any longer. Hospitals and skilled nursing facilities
are tired and over worked.
There are no reinforcements to
be had. From corporate America

to small business owners around
the nation, in every sector we
are all crying out for workers.
If America does not come back
to work immediately, nursing
and caregiving staff will need
to be recruited overseas. Simply said … the demand for care
is rising rapidly and we have
no workers to take care of the
current needs we have not to
mention the silver tsunami on
the horizon.
Multiple small businesses
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owners are hanging on by a
thread and are not going to
make it. Without small business
villages and towns around the
country will not flourish. This
has a domino effect and once
the dominos start falling it will
be very hard to reverse. Come
back to work America, your
country needs you. Health care
needs you; home care needs
you.
www.aishlingcare.com
www.aishlingcareacademy.com

AUTO • HOME • LIFE • BUSINESS

Call Patrick Riordan today!

6035 N. Northwest Hwy. Suite 207 Chicago, IL 60631

773.631.3388

Enter your street address:
Pay your Second Installment property taxes online
No late fee through October 1, 2021
Search $72 million in available refunds
Make sure you’re not missing out on
$43 million in available exemptions
See if your property is on the Tax Sale List
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Late Nite Catechism Reopens September 10!
The hit comedy, Late Nite
Catechism, reopens on Friday,
September 10 at the Greenhouse
Theater Center, 2257 N. Lincoln
Ave., Chicago. And Sister is eager
to flex her ruler. All ticket buyers
will be required to be vaccinated
to participate in Sister’s class.
The show is part catechism
class, part stand-up comedy routine. Written by Vicki Quade &
Maripat Donovan, it’s an interactive comedy, one of the longest
running shows in Chicago and U.S.
theater history.
Quade, who is also the show’s
producer, has created a gift:
“During opening weekend, any
audience member who shows their
COVID-19 vaccination card will
receive a free, “Get Out of Hell
Free” card as our thanks.”
Second City actress Jenna
Steege joins the cast as “Sister”
and will perform on opening
night. Steege is a graduate of
the Second City Training Center’s
House Ensemble, Conservatory
and Musical Improv programs, iO,

the Annoyance, and The Artistic
Home’s Meisner program.
She is also a founding member
of STACKED: All-Female Musical
Improv, which has toured comedy
festivals internationally.
Her recent stage credits include
the Jeff-nominated How I Learned
to Drive, The School for Lies (u/s)
and Miracle on 34th Street: A Radio
Play (The Artistic Home), Yippee
Kiyay Merry Christmas: The Die
Hard Musical (The Den), Broken
Record: A Contemporary Musical
(Stage 773), and TAPPED: A Treasonous Musical Comedy (Theatre
Wit). Her film credits include
Crossed and Logging Town.
In addition to Steege, the role
of “Sister” will also be played
by long-standing actresses Mary
Zentmyer and Liz Cloud at the
Greenhouse.
Since opening in May of 1993
at Live Bait Theatre in Chicago,
the show has seen three popes,
three cardinals, four presidents,
three Chicago mayors, at least
a dozen Chicago area theaters,

20 local actresses, and provided
laughter to more than 3.5 million
audience members in more than
410 cities, playing in six countries
on four continents. Worldwide,
the show has grossed more than
$100 million in box office receipts
while raising more than $3 million
for the retirement funds of various
orders of nuns.
The New York Times calls it
“hilarious, well-written and inspired.” The Chicago Reader calls
it “a top-notch comedy.” Jeffrey
Lyons from TV’s Sneak Previews
called LATE NITE CATECHISM
“something to savor and enjoy....
one of the most intimate, rewarding shows in town.”
In addition, Nuns4Fun Entertainment will reopen its Halloween comedy, HOLY GHOST BINGO,
in October 2021, and reopen its
holiday classic, CHRISTMAS BINGO,
for the holiday season, both at the
Greenhouse Theater Center.
Tickets for all shows are $35 at
greenhousetheatercenter.thundertix.com. or 773-404-7336.
COVID precautions:
The Greenhouse Theater
Center and Nuns4Fun
will require that all
ticket buyers be vaccinated against the
COVID-19 virus. Ticket
buyers who prefer to
wear masks during the
shows are welcome to
do so. All Nuns4Fun staff
have been vaccinated.
Ticketholders with any
COVID-19 symptoms, or
who have been exposed
to COVID-19 in the past
14 days at the time of
our performance, should
contact the Greenhouse
for ticket exchange and
refund options.

CORRECTION:

MOTHER JONES
"will appear" at the
grand opening of the
Pullman National Monument Labor Day weekend on Sun., Sept.5 at
2:00. Address is 11159
S. Champlain, Chicago.
She looks forward to
seeing you there!
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The Voice of Catholic Charities
of the Archdiocese of Chicago
By Sally Blount, CEO
The pandemic has compelled
us, as individuals and as organizations, to reevaluate and
prioritize what is most important—what is at the core of who
we are. Catholic Charities is no
different. The challenges of the
past 18 months have led us to
do some “soul-searching.” They
have taught us three valuable
lessons – reminding us of who we
are as a Catholic, mission-driven
organization.
First, like so many Americans,
we have a renewed appreciation
and gratitude for our essential,
front-line workers. Catholic
Charities services, which are
normally hands-on and in-person, had to be completely and
immediately redesigned from the
ground-up to keep our workers
and clients safe. At the same
time, demand, especially for food
and financial assistance, doubled
and tripled in many locations as
the economic and health repercussions of COVID-19 set in. Our
front-line workers, including our
maintenance personnel, worked
round-the-clock with care, compassion and ingenuity. How well
we care for these most valuable
employees is vital to how we
care for those we accompany and
serve. At Catholic Charities, our
faith calls us to “invert the pyramid” -- to ensure that our clients
and front-line employees know
that they are why we are here.
Second, the pandemic has
reminded us that our calling is
not to efficiency, but to accompaniment and compassion. True
charity and mercy only work one
heart at a time. Understanding
that truth is our “advantage” as a
human services provider. We need
to be wary of the allure of scale.
While some government money
further enables our calling – too
much can distract us from our
true mission. Catholic Charities
was founded 100 years ago by
Catholics of good will to gather
and share our resources on behalf
of those in need – because together we can do more. As Matthew
25:35 reminds us, we are called

to feed and clothe the hungry,
welcome the stranger into our
midst, visit the sick, and bury the
dead… Going forward, we remain
committed to these good works.
But we are also committed to
fostering even deeper collaboration and financial intention
among Catholics and like-minded,
mission-driven partners to best
pursue this mission in a spirit of
Christian witness and values.
Finally, we have confronted the
depth of pain and trauma that our
clients and many of our employees carry when they come to us.
The increasing breakdown of our
familial and social institutions
over the last half century, growing community and interpersonal
violence, not to mention the
staggering increases in economic
inequality – have all wreaked havoc in the lives of those we serve
and for our team members. At
Catholic Charities, we are fully
committed to “trauma-informed”
care and healing. We must make
greater investments in counseling
and behavioral health services,
both for our clients and our
employees. These investments
will be critical to enabling the
accompaniment and compassion
that is integral to our mission.
Taken together, these lessons
underscore the “soul” of Catholic
Charities—reinforcing our call
to the mission of Charity and
practice of mercy. As Catholic
Charities comes out of the pandemic, your support will be more
important than ever. Whether
client, employee, donor, or partnering with us on the front lines,
we need you to be the body of
Christ with us -- responding to
Jesus’ resounding call to love one
another (John 13:34).
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Houli Keeps on Truckin’
By Izzy Cusack
We had the opportunity to sit down
recently with writer-actor-filmmaker-radio host Mike Houlihan to talk about next
month’s Emerald Society Annual Dinner,
where he will be named 2020 and 2021
“Irishman of the Year”.
Izzy: Congrats Houli, on being selected
by the Irish American Police Association as
their man of the year for two years running.
Houli: Thanks Izzy, I’m very humbled to
be honored by Irish Police Officers all over
the state. At my age, you usually have to
wait for your funeral for something like
that.
Izzy: At your age, most people have
already had their funeral. You’re almost 73
and almost fifty years spent in show biz and
you’re still at it. I’ve covered your career
going back to your days as a young actor
with the American Shakespeare Festival in
1973 in Stratford, CT.
Houli: Yeah, well that’s where I started
professionally, but I guess I’ve always been
kind of a clown searching for an audience. I
was the youngest of seven kids, so you had
to make a lot of noise to get any attention.
Izzy: You met your wife Mary Carney in a
production of ALL’S WELL THAT END’S WELL
in Washington DC at the Folger Shakespeare
Theatre back in 1976, and you’ve been
married over forty years. Your wife and
twin sons are your partners in Hibernian
Media, the tiny public charity dedicated

“WE’VE ALWAYS BEEN GREEN!”
to Irish Culture that you founded in 2013.
Houli: How do you know all this?
Izzy: Your mother was Sissy Cusack,
correct?
Houli: You’re starting to scare me Izzy
Cusack.
Izzy: We’re not related I assure you.

John
Kass
Houli: We could be cousins!
Izzy: Our Irish Cousins, the title of your
2013 film that premiered at the European
Union Film Festival at the Gene Siskel Film
Center.
Houli: Shut up.
Izzy: It got three and a half stars in
RogerEbert.com
Houli: Okay Izzy let’s talk about this
September.
Izzy: This September 11th you will be

feted at Gaelic Park for the Annual
Emerald Society Dinner and honored
as their 2020 and 2021 “Irishman
of the Year’, due no doubt to your
show, “Hibernian Radio”, dedicated
to Irish First Responders: our cops,
firefighters, paramedics, and nurses
who risk their lives every day to
protect us and our families.
Houli: Yes Izzy, and I’d like to
encourage all my friends to join us
that night, tix are at www.emeraldsocietyofillinois.org. By the way,
what does “feted” mean?
Izzy: You will find out on Sat. Sept.
11th at Gaelic Park.
Houli: You better be there that night.
Izzy: I wouldn’t miss it for the world.
Houli: Please don’t get hammered at the
dinner, it wouldn’t be the first time I’ve
been upstaged by a Cusack.
Izzy: John Kass of WGN is the emcee that
night I understand.
Houli: How cool is that?
Izzy: Also the weekend of Sept. 24, 25,
and 26th you are launching the 7th Annual
Irish American Movie Hooley film festival at
the Gene Siskel Film Center with three premieres of Irish films, including the Chicago
premieres of A Bend In The River, Endless
Sunshine On A Cloudy Day, and opening
on Friday night with the world premiere of
your own film In Search Of Weeping Jim,
about the “father of the Chicago flag”, the
late Alderman Jim Kearns who emigrated
from County Mayo in 1884 and went on to
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transform America.
Houli: Who ARE you?
Izzy: I’ve been preparing your obit story
for years, you are so fat, and you have to
admit you make some crazy decisions, so
my editors just assumed you will be having
a grabber or be involved in some kind of
violent incident resulting in your demise
any day now.
Houli:I was born ready.
Izzy:I’m just trying to put it in perspective.
Houli: Tix for the film festival are available at siskelfilmcenter.org, and we would
love to see all our friends there on each
night of the Movie Hooley weekend, enter
our free Paddy’s Irish Whiskey raffle, and
to join us for the craic after each screening
at The Dearborn, right around the corner.
Izzy: Also coming up October 20th is your
tenth trip to Ireland, starring Irish fiddler/
dancer Katie Grennan from the Irish rock
group Gaelic Storm.
Houli: That’s right, we’ll be hitting
Galway for three nights during the wildly
phantasmagorical MACNAS pre-Halloween
festival and also screening the Irish premiere of IN SEARCH OF WEEPING JIM at
the Westport Town Hall Theatre on Monday
Oct. 25th. We might also be shooting an
on-the-fly episode of OUR IRISH PUB while
in the old sod.
Izzy: OUR IRISH PUB, your wildly successful PBS TV show featuring visits to
Irish pubs all over Chicagoland, which has
been broadcast by WTTW the last three St.
Patrick’s Day seasons in Chicago?
Houli: And now the world! To book seats
on our trip or get more info contact Deirdre
Kiely at 800-664-7474 or go to our ad in this
edition of the Irish American News!
Izzy: And what are your plans for your
birthday in December?
Houli: I just hope I can still fit into my
birthday suit!
Info at hibernianmedia.org
See you at the movies!
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Jacksonville Naval Air Station that completes the original 5
and Mayport Naval Base. Bobby year mission of the Enterprise,
Ferguson is a former national halted at the 3 year point due to
director of the Navy League of cancellation in May, 1969.
the United States, which helps
And at Neutral Zone it’s the
support, with Congress and the captain himself who gives Sea
Navy, the federally charted Cadets and children of every age
A Day in the Future for
youth program. “The Sea Cadet from 6 to 86 a personal tour one
program is the greatest youth weekend a month.
Sea Cadets in Star Trek’s Past
wouldn’t be the first fantastic ad- program, ever! It is the greatest
by James McClure
Mignogna, an international
Fifty five years ago this month, venture for these U.S. Naval Sea because, in part, of evolutions star voicing Japanese cartoons
the most famous Irish explorer Cadets, who get to experience like the Star Trek visit.”  
in English for teen fans including
and ship captain in America, the sea services up close
the Emerald Isle, and indeed and personal as they
the whole planet set sail when learn about citizenship,
Captain James T. Kirk began his leadership and service
five year mission to explore the while training on ships
galaxy on NBC-TV’s Star Trek. and military installations
When the adventurer moved from coast to coast.
But the teens in
to the big screen, one movie
featured a middle-aged Admiral Navy uniforms traKirk forced to face his greatest versed both time and
enemy with a crew comprised space journeying to
mostly of young cadets on their the Georgia/Florida
state line boldly going
training cruise.
Fact met science fiction ear- where few American
lier this year when real cadets kids have gone before:
found themselves led by Kirk throughout the instantonce more aboard the legendary ly recognizable vessel
known worldwide to
Starship USS Enterprise.
Time travel or space travel generations of television viewers.
U.S. Navy Sea Cadets join America’s newest Captain Kirk
Star Trek is,
after all, the Navy in
The Sea Cadets got the taste many of the sea cadets who recSpace. And the working and experience of a modern-day ognized him, created the show
Hollywood studio they naval vessel while learning as a “love letter to Star Trek.”
“My voice acting career has
explored is a perfect about filmmaking, science,
replica of the original space travel and seagoing es- allowed me the opportunity to
sentials: Engineering, Sick Bay. meet tens of thousands of young
show’s layout.
They were in a King- Crews Quarters. The magical people around the world. The
sland, Georgia destina- Transporter that beams the values and virtues of Star Trek
tion, Neutral Zone Stu- Starfleet explorers from space are any essential element in
dios, that neighbors the to new worlds and back again. the development of any human
Kings Bay Naval Subma- And of course, down the iconic being, and I’ve done my best
rine Base and just over corridor: the bridge. A timeless to encourage, inspire and help
the Florida border, the design so functional that U.S. instill those values in the lives
Navy and U.S. Coast Guard of people I’ve met over my 20
bridges were designed to em- year career.”
ulate it.
In the original show and the
Over the course of two days many movies and other Trek
the cadets took the helm, series it has inspired to present
manned the navigation console, day, the Navy values of Honor,
and spread out to operate the Courage and Commitment come
semi circle’s glowing and blink- alive. As do the same values
ing science, communications of Mignogna’s bold yet compassionate and loyal starship
and engineering stations.
And in the middle? The Cap- captain.
tain.
“It’s no secret that Gene
On the Internet on YouTube Roddenberry was a great Navy
and Roku, he’s America’s new- enthusiast,” says Mignogna
est Captain Kirk, Vic Mignogna, of the show’s creator, whose
who stars in Star Trek Contin- starships have familiar names
ues, the show produced here like Lexington, Essex, Consti-
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tution and Constellation. “So
many of the values in our Navy
are beautifully reflected in the
future Roddenberry created in
Star Trek. I personally believe
one of the many reasons Star
Trek is still so resilient is precisely because of those noble
values, many of which are
lacking today.”
Neutral Zone owner Ray Tesi is
on a five-year mission and beyond
of his own...to save the
non-profit studio for current and future visitors
and filmmakers to enjoy.
While he continues to
seek funding and donations, he didn’t have to
look far to build bonds
with parents and cadets,
some of whom expressed
interest in being future
extras in the studio’s
fan film productions.
“I’m sure we developed
respect and admiration
for each other.”
Several active duty
and former servicemembers volunteer for
the non-profit studio
that caters to science
fiction fan films and visitors
seeking the thrill of a lifetime.
Their lifetime.
It’s said both civilian and
military visitors are immediately taken back to the nostalgic
age they were when they first
viewed William Shatner as Captain Kirk and Leonard Nimoy as
Mr. Spock walking these very
same corridors in a replica
that’s accurate to within inches.
As for that motion picture situation where Kirk and Spock must
rely on the training cadets?
Kirk : Spock, these cadets of
yours, how good are they? How
will they respond under real
pressure?
Spock : As with all living things,
each according to his gifts.
The Navy League’s Ferguson
feels the very gifted sea cadets
received a trip into the future
that was more than just a journey through Space. “We are getting them excited about living
their dreams and playing their
role in our great, big world.”
IrishRoverJim@gmail.com
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Have You Heard
of the Ten
Commandments?

Most people have heard of the
TEN COMMANDMENTS and I would
not presume to compete with
those, so let me instead make
TEN SUGGESTIONS that might
be of some daily use to you.
As a former executive coach, I
have found that many of us get
stymied in our careers by simply
overlooking some basic issues.
Here are ten suggestions that I
hope will serve you well.
1. Be pleasant. Be polite.
Most everyone likes to deal with
individuals who demonstrate
these two qualities. Aren’t you
more likely to be responsive to
a courteous person? Do you feel
offended when a person disrespects you with their attitudes
and/or comments? All those
parental admonitions you heard
about saying “thank you” and
“excuse me” apply as much today
as they did when you first heard
them. Work at trying to find
something positive, pleasant, entertaining or informative to say.
2. Look your best. Present
yourself in your most positive
and professional manner. Dress
appropriately for a meeting. Ensure that your personal appearance reflects your respect for the
person you are meeting. People
expect their bosses to look professional, and this expectation
isn’t limited to the executive
suite, it is also true on the shop
floor. Hourly workers expect that
their supervisors to look better
than they do themselves. Go into
any major grocery store and the
boss will be wearing a shirt and
tie. You don’t have any control
over how tall or short you are,
but you can control how you
package yourself. If you have
any doubt about a particular
outfit, have a close friend assess
it candidly. You may not have had
an appropriate role model for

your professional appearance in
your earlier life, so find someone
who can assist you. It is quite
acceptable to ask the interviewer
if they have a dress code in their
location.
3. Be honest with everyone.
Think about how disarming it is
when someone lies to you. Don’t
you feel some concern about
whether or not that person can
be trusted? There is an old expression, “If you lied to me once,
won’t you lie to me again?”
4. Be on-time. Get to meetings on time. Start meetings on
time and complete them on time.
Few things annoy people more
than a meeting not starting ontime. In fact, starting a meeting
late frequently drains the energy
from the attendees before they
even engage in the meeting.
Perhaps some of the attendees
cut short other meetings so they
could be on time for your meeting. If the meeting coordinator
waits for the tardy attendees to
arrive, the prompt attendees
feel that their commitment has
been compromised. If you start
meetings on a timely basis, you
will find that most people will
appreciate and respect your
conduct.
5. Expect your subordinates to
perform. Many managers have a
negative view of life. Accordingly, they may view their personnel
negatively. You’re more likely to
get good performance from your
staff if you assume that you’ll
get it and treat them as if that
expectation is true. People like
to be well thought of; it makes
them feel valued and better
about themselves.
6. Know yourself. Many executives, maybe most, simply don’t
have clear insight into their own
strengths and weaknesses. They
are not inclined to ask their colleagues or subordinates for input,
other than the perfunctory. If
you can find some way to get
worthwhile feedback from your

subordinates, you are indeed
fortunate. Yes, you may receive
some unpleasant comments,
but you will hopefully hear a lot
of positive comments that will
reinforce your own attitudes
and beliefs. People like to feel
that their thoughts are at least
considered even if they are not
accepted.
7. Remember that there is
always someone smarter than
you out there. Try to get them on
your side. One of your colleagues
may tell you that someone in
another department is smarter
than you, don’t let that distract
you. Instead, look at it as an
opportunity to interact with
another smart person. Don’t
regard this person as a threat or
challenge; rather, regard them
as a supportive element in your
career plan.
8. Do not throw an associate
under the bus. If you have some
difficulty with a coworker, talk to
her/him privately. Often there
is a simple misunderstanding:
a memo that was poorly understood or a comment misinterpreted. Try to address and resolve
the issue professionally. Even
in situations where you strongly disagree with a colleague,
try to state your objections as
calmly and impartially as possible. People generally respect
straight shooters. Don’t demean
your coworkers. You need to
be very careful about how you
criticize others. Remember the
expression “praise publicly and
criticize privately”. The other
person will probably appreciate
your calmness, even if they don’t
like what you have to say. These
things have a way of surfacing,
and other people you work with
will learn of your discretion and
likely will appreciate it too.
9. Help others develop. Find
ways to encourage others. Share
your knowledge, insights and
wisdom as broadly as possible.
Be a mentor or coach to less experienced coworkers. Help them
to succeed; you will find yourself
energized too. Congratulate
those who have been promoted.
Many years ago I passed the CPA
exam and I can still recall some
of the lovely notes I received.

10. Share successes. Let your
superiors know how your fellow
employees have helped you. We
all like a person who shares the
limelight. People who shine the
spotlight on their teammates
tend to be more successful.
I recognize that these Suggestions seem like things that you
have heard many times. But
adopting some of them might be
a positive step in your career development, regardless of whether you are in the executive class
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or are a blue collar employee.
CARPE DIEM.
For Your Consideration:
“History teaches us that men
and nations behave wisely once
they have exhausted all other
alternatives.” Abba Evan, Israeli
diplomat
James F. Fitzgerald was the
president of James F. Fitzgerald & Associates, Inc., a Naperville, IL based Human Resources
firm for many years. He retired
as of December, 31, 2020.
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The Headache-Inducing Connections of
Jenny McCarthy, COVID-19, and Ireland
The vaccines available to inoculate against COVID-19 are a
medical marvel. The technology
utilized by several vaccine manufacturers had been researched
extensively for years, but the
spread of the coronavirus spurred

researchers into action. Their
efforts resulted in our most effective weapon to use against
the invisible menace that is the
coronavirus.
Despite its proven efficacy, the
vaccine has become a political

www.WhiskeyMick.com

Booking contact:

whiskeymickbooking@gmail.com

hot potato. Buzzwords like “vaccine passport,” “mandate,” and
“requirement” have completely
corrupted the discourse surrounding the shot. Getting vaccinated
should be a no-brainer, but thanks
to some bad elements that continue to cast doubt on a safe and
effective tool, the United States is
once again facing a massive surge
in both new infections and deaths.
In the Republic of Ireland, the
rates of COVID infections have also
spiked. The 7-day average number
of infections on August 7 was
1,493. According to Raidió Teilifís
Éireann, a mere 17% of these new
infections are among the 62% of
the country that is vaccinated.
And while it is possible to catch

and spread the coronavirus after
receiving the vaccine, almost all
victims of breakthrough infections
display mild symptoms. The same
cannot be said of those who are
unvaccinated -- remember, over
five thousand Irish citizens have
died from COVID-19.
The situation in Northern Ireland is equally as grim. According
to the BBC, Northern Ireland has
the highest per capita rate of
infections of any of the countries
in the UK at 445.3 infections per
100,000 people. It also has the
lowest rate of first-dose vaccination in the UK. The Belfast Times
cited the Department of Health
in a quote encouraging citizens to
“make an informed health choice”

www.kimpattonsells.com
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and to not fall for the “nonsense
peddled by anti-vax extremists.”
For my rational readers, all this
hesitancy surrounding the vaccine
begs the question: why? Vaccines
have been an effective and useful
tool in the field of epidemiology
for centuries. Why are some
now choosing to disregard this
storied history and opt out of the
vaccine? As is the case with many
of society’s woes, we can trace
the mainstream emergence of
anti-vax sentiment to one troublesome celebrity: Jenny McCarthy.
Just as many refer to Ice-T as
one of the OGs (Original Gangsta)
of rap, McCarthy is often despised
as the OG of the modern anti-vax
movement. What began as one obscure, now-debunked study linking
vaccines to autism blossomed into
a toxic and unproductive movement thanks to McCarthy. Unfortunately, her negative influence on
public health hasn’t been strictly
confined to the United States, as
the above quote from a UK Department of Health demonstrates.
McCarthy’s fame transformed
anti-vax sentiment from a fringe
conspiracy theory into a fullblown movement. Her influence
is evident from the now-lagging
rate of vaccination that plagues
rich countries, many of which now
have a surplus of vaccines simply
waiting to be administered. All the
while, poorer countries like India
are being ravaged by COVID-19
and are desperately clamoring for
as many vaccines as they can get.
At a time in history when our
words matter more than ever, remember to always do your due-diligence. There will always be bad
actors ready to take advantage of
your doubts for their own benefit,
be it political, financial, or otherwise. Our capacity for reason is
the only thing keeping humanity
from descending into utter chaos. So please, do your research,
talk to your doctor, and get the
shot. Ignore McCarthy’s spewings.
Ignore the hesitancy emanating
from those with political chips in
the game. This is about so much
more than any one person. This
is about protecting your friends,
family, and even strangers. We all
have a part to play in ending this
pandemic once and for all.
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politicians are
not addressing
any of these
problems they
by Terry Boyle
may not be
serving your
needs.
Oscar
Wilde
said
‘there
are only two
What We Want Isn’t
tragedies in life: one is not getting what
Always What We Need one wants, and the other is getting it.’ I’m
sure the words of Wilde would make any
By Terry Boyle
large corporation happy. The amount of
These days it’s always difficult to write money spent in creating the notion that
something that is not related either to you can attain your dream is almost beyond
politics or the pandemic. Of course, belief. Businesses have tricked us into besometimes I think politics can have more lieving that ‘all things are possible, if only
negative effects than the virus. At least, we believe’. Disney peddles this notion to
with the virus we know its agenda and millions of children who grow up believing
purpose. Covid-19 is non-discriminating. in the unattainable dream. Reality shows
It treats the believer and unbeliever with love it when contestants use the refrain ‘I
the same disregard. Money or status make always believed I could do it’. The idea
no impression on a biological entity that that we can simply make things happen if
views our species as a means of survival. we try hard enough is not a reality for most
When we compare the actions of the virus people. For most of us, myself included,
to that of the politics in our country, it’s we don’t always get what we want no
hard to know which is to be worried about. matter much effort we put into believing.
Power in the wrong hands is as deadly
Instead of ditching the impossible dream
the virus. Sometimes the politician’s as just that, impossible, we simply believe
plan appears one thing on the surface it’s our fault for not trying hard enough or
while their real goal lies buried beneath a it’s not our turn. We need to see who benshallow grave of rhetoric. When it comes efits most from this ridiculous notion; the
to political speak, it’s more than simply record makers, film makers, television and
reading between the lines (that would easy any a host of commercial interests indoctriwe believed politicians were truthful). nate us into believing. When we’re too old
The lines only appear when politicians are to make the dream happen, we believe it
forced to be transparent. When, as we’ve for our kids, or grandkids. When people are
seen recently, disinformation becomes the desperate for hope they are easy pickings
beloved word of a former president then for the con artist. History has shown us over
we know we’re in trouble. If someone in and over again, how politicians have prompower ever admits to disengaging people ised much and delivered little, and yet, we
from the truth it should raise a very big red keep hoping they will not disappoint us.
Mark Twain said ‘humor is tragedy plus
flag. However, the ex-president’s recent
distractions regarding election fraud are time’. The American satirist knew that
yet another an attempt to blind us to the when it comes to personal loss, given time,
we deal with the pain by joking about it.
dangerous ecological course we’re on.
There is little doubt in anyone’s mind We deflect the tragic impetus by making
that the path we’re presently on has light of it. This coping mechanism is not
become increasingly apocalyptic. Having a bad thing. But we should not allow ourignored scientists’ warnings, and chosen selves to become the joke when we are
to listen to politicians (who serve not skeptical of those who are trying to win us
the interests of the ordinary person but over with clichés and overused aphorisms.
the needs of large corporations) we have The real tragedy would be to not question
doomed ourselves to a very uncertain everything, and give in to popular opinion.
future. Businesses, for the most part, are It’s easy to be bullied into being a team
happy to satisfy our wants so long as we player, and cajoled out of natural cynicism
don’t question the damage they, and we if you’re prepared to not trust your own
are doing to our world. Wildfires, rising judgment. If someone wants you to betemperatures, polar caps melting are a lieve in any cause it’s only fair to ask why.
result of our irresponsible actions. Heat Where’s the evidence? It’s not enough to
domes killing hundreds of people, wildfires take someone’s word.
When it comes to the virus, who am I to
destroying whole communities, and any
number of floods, can be traced back to us. believe? A politician who knows nothing
Our world is crying out to be heard, and if about viruses, or an expert? If my life is

Terry From Derry
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at risk, I am not going to believe someone
who thinks vaccines are the government’s
way of tracking you, or someone who plays
down the devastating effects being infected. The key to Wilde’s idea of tragedy lies
in the word ‘want’. We all want something
but the human species does not survive on
what it wants. We continue as a race when
we get what we need (if you’re humming
a Rolling Stones song now, you’re showing
your age). Our needs are basic, shelter,
food and the means to sustain our existence. When we see our wants as luxuries
and not necessities, then our priorities can
begin to change and we can move forward
to heal our planet.
Our dependency on fossil fuels, and
convenience may make us happy but if
our happiness leads to drastic changes in
climate shouldn’t we forego those wants
for what we need, a safe place to live.
Our myopic view of life, so far has been
based on the desire for immediate gratification, and it will take us to the edge of
our existence. If we continue to listen to
large corporations and politicians who sole
interest lies in monetary gain, and who do
not address the global climate crisis, we’re
well and truly (fill in the blank)!
People, who are beginning to wake up
from the dream, have to face the nightmare that we’re really in. Nature, unlike
us, cannot be bought or persuaded with
idle promises or wishful thinking. We can’t
control or negotiate with the climate. If
we want to live an existence that is not
teetering on the edge of a precipice, we
have to learn to live in harmony with nature. We need to listen to those who are
more interested in our basic needs and
less interested in padding out the wallets
of commercial moguls.
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participate in the games. The games are
normally held every four years alternating
between Summer & Winter. The creation
of the games was inspired by the ancient
Olympic games in Olympia, Greece.
(Which began BC, classical period)
Since we just watched the Summer Olympics, I The importance of media has created the issue
thought I would highlight three Irish Olympians. of corporate sponsorship and commercialization
First let’s look at what the Olympics entail.of the Games. The Games are always played in
The Olympics are the leading sporting eventsa different city. There are a lot of rituals and
featuring Summer and Winter sports competitionsymbols such as the flag, torch and opening and
in which thousands of athletes from around theclosing ceremonies. The medals are gold, silver
world participate/compete. Over 200 nationsand bronze. The growth of the games as brought
its challenges including doping, bribery and a
terrorist attack in 1972.
Tragically in the 1972 games in Munich,
Germany, Palestinian assassins killed 11 Israeli
athletes.
The Olympic Movement is made of three
major elements: International Federations,
National Olympic Committees and Organizing
Committees for the Olympic Games.
The Opening ceremony starts with the en-
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trance of the president of the host country and a
performance of their national anthem. The host
nations then present an artistic show and dance.
Followed by athletes entering the stadium by
nation. Greece is always first to honor the origin
of the Olympics. The torch is brought into the
stadium and passed on until it reaches the final
torch carrier who lights the flame in the Olympic
cauldron. Ireland has been participating in the
Summer Olympics since 1924 and in the Winter
Olympics since 1992.
I’d like to feature three Olympians from Ireland
David Gillick Annalise Murphy & Patrick O’Callaghan. They are both from Dublin. Gillick specialty is the 400 meters. Roughly ¼ mile, length
of four football fields, a long sprint.
Next Annalise Murphy, a sailor who won the
silver in 2016. It’s a family affair, Murphy’s mom
also competed in the Olympics as a sailor.
Patrick O’Callaghan (co. Cork) was the first
athlete from Ireland to win an Olympic medal. It
was in the 1928 Olympics in Amsterdam. He won
a gold medal for “Hammer throw”. He became a
doctor and worked until his retirement. He was
also a storyteller and greyhound trainer.
I wonder what drives people to the Olympics
and how do they really get there. I think the biggest trait is being competitive. I never thought of
myself as competitive at all, but I have reflected
and its not a bad attribute - maybe vital. Freud
said we are competitive from birth, we come
out screaming for attention. They say competitive people are always striving to do better. I
think having a competitive partner keeps you
on your toes and competitive people truly believe in
themselves.
Gaelic for this month
Runner-radala
Sailor-mairnealach
Doctor-dochtuir
“The most important thing in the Olympic games is
not winning but taking part, the essential thing in life
is not conquering but fighting well.”
Molanive@yahoo.com
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Remembering
Eamon de Valera

This month we remember Eamon de Valera. He was the third
president of Ireland (1959-1973)
He was also the Taoiseach of Ireland on three different occasions.
Another more recent famous,
Eamon is, Eamon Gilmore he was
a leader in the Labor party (party
of the working people) he’s from
Co. Galway. A reason I had De
Valera on my mind is that he was
president for a long time & being
the president of a country has
such an impact obviously on the
country but also the world. The
reputation of that nation rests
on the presidents’ shoulders. For
example, with our last American
president (global image) the
world always questioned would
this person know what the right
thing even was… Reputation is

such a treasured concept & once
destroyed is very hard to regain.
Presidents keep the balance of the
country and hopefully represent
the best interest of all the people.
The US economy is 25% of the
world economy.
Getting back to De Valera he
was born in New York City. His
mother was from Limerick (like
our current Irish pres. Michael D.)
and his father was from Spain. His
father died when he was a baby.
Eamon’s mother sent him back to
Ireland and he was raised by his
grandma. I think there are talks
over removing the natural born
citizen clause from the American
Constitution and letting immigrants have a chance to become
president. The country we are
born in says nothing of our competence for office. This rule doesn’t
apply to governors or members of
congress. However, most countries

have that qualification that you
must be a natural born citizen to
become president.
Before De Valera’s political career, he was a leader in the 1916
Easter Rising. He was arrested and
sentenced to death but released.
De Valera was the only 1916 republican leader the English did
not execute. A few theories say
because he was one of the last to
surrender, US consulate in Ireland
made representations before his
trial that he was a U.S citizen.
The U.S wouldn’t take it lightly.
Another reason he wasn’t known
before to be involved in any fenian
movements. After he was in jail De
Valera was elected to be a Member
of Parliament. Life is strange how
quickly things can change, and we
can be in a better situation.
In 1921 there was a Treaty
Negotiation where English & Irish
leaders agreed to the effective
independence of twenty-six county Irish Free State with Northern
Ireland to remain under English
sovereignty. De Valera was a
religious man, a teacher, and
politician. He was a family man
with seven children. He was also

a Gaelgeoir (Irish speaker). He will
always be remembered..
“Once upon a time, there was
an old man who was very wise.
People used to come up to him
and ask for suggestions for there
problems every then and now.
Once the old man tried to teach
them a lesson. He told them a
joke, everyone loved it and burst
out laughing. He told them the
same joke the next day and did
the same for 3 consecutive days.
On the fourth day, none of them
laughed. As it had become boring

for them. From this the old man
concluded that when you can’t
laugh at the same joke for 4 days,
why do you keep on crying for the
same problem for so much time?
This story teaches us that no problem is consistent. There is no need
to cry about anything. Everything
will be fine eventually.”
In my last article I forgot to wish
my darling wife Mary “Happy Anniversary” we’ve had 53 beautiful
years together so far (Aug 31st)
and pg. we will have many more!
Questions, call (708) 425-7021
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Gallagher’s
Advice
By Caroleann
Gallagher

Distracted Driving Accidents

Distracted driving kills thousands of people every year
in the U.S. According to the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA), distracted driving causes approximately 1 million crashes every year in the
United States. Drivers who talk on their smartphones
are 4 times more likely to crash (the same odds as drunk
drivers) and drivers who text while driving are 8 times
more likely to crash. Across the United States, 3,166
people died from distracted driving in 2017. In Illinois
alone, the police issued 15,150 citations for distracted
driving in 2018.
In 2010, Illinois passed a law prohibiting the use of
smartphones and other electronic communication devices while operating a vehicle. Illinois law prohibits the
use of smartphones and other electronic communication
devices (such as digital assistants, GPS systems and
tablets) while operating a motor vehicle. Hands free devices are allowed (for persons over age 19) but research
shows that hands free devices are just as distracting as
hand held devices and thus it is greatly encouraged that
even if using a hands-free device that a driver pull over
before making the call. The only time an Illinois driver
can use a cell phone that is not hands free is to report
an emergency situation, while parked on the shoulder
of the roadway or while stopped due to normal traffic
being obstructed and the vehicle in in neutral or park.
(Not at a red light while waiting for a green!).
When you send a text or post on social media, your
brain releases dopamine — a hormone that makes you
feel happy and reinforces whatever behavior preceded
it. Researchers believe that this process impairs our
judgment and causes us to ignore the known dangers
of using smartphones while driving.
Young drivers are most affected by the dangers of
distracted driving. In fact, it is estimated that drivers in
their twenties make up nearly a third of the distracted
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drivers who are involved in fatal car crashes. Six out of every 10 teen crashes in 2018
involved driver distraction.
People who suffer injuries or worse,
due to motor vehicle accidents caused by
distracted drivers may bring legal action
to recover compensation for their losses. Rather than
keeping their focus on the road while operating their
vehicles, distracted drivers prioritize other tasks and
behaviors while behind the wheel. Doing so may contribute to them causing crashes that result in serious
injuries or death.
What Is Distracted Driving?
Distractions for drivers include any behaviors or activities that deter their focus from driving. The three
main types of distractions drivers face while behind
the wheel include manual, visual, and cognitive distractions.
•Visual distractions - something that causes a driver
to divert their attention from the road
•Manual distractions - something that causes a driver
to remove one or both hands from the steering wheel
•Cognitive distractions - something that causes a
driver’s mind and focus to wander to something other
than the task of driving.
Examples of distractions may include talking on the
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phone or to a passenger, sending or reading text messages, changing the radio station, adding an address to
a GPS system, reading map directions off a GPS System
and even eating or drinking.
How Do Drivers Prove Fault in Distracted Driving
Accident Claims?
Injury victims and their legal teams may rely on various types of evidence, particularly from the car crash
scene, to prove fault and liability in distracted driving
claims. Preserving evidence from a car crash scene and
the vehicles involved is crucial in all types of accidents
but even more so in distracted driving accident claims.
Some types of evidence that may aid victims in pursuing
financial compensation for their injuries include:
•Official law enforcement accident reports;
•Witness statements and depositions;
•Photos of the accident scene;
•Dashcam, surveillance or CCTV camera footage
from vehicles or businesses in the vicinity of the crash;
•Confessions or statements from the at-fault drivers
made at the time of the crash.
Cell phone records, as well as social media posts, may
also prove helpful in identifying fault and liability for
motor vehicle accidents. The most helpful evidence is
the evidence gathered early in the days and weeks after
the crash so if you have bene involved in an accident
involving a distracted driver, please reach out to an experienced personal injury lawyer as soon as possible so
you have the best chance of gathering all the evidence
before it is too late and lost forever.
My colleagues and I routinely deal with car crashes
that were caused by distracted driving and are experienced in knowing the particular nuances of these cases.
Please call us if you need assistance and as always, all
of our consultations are FREE.
*Caroleann Gallagher is an Irish born Attorney
now licensed in Illinois and practicing all types of
personal injury law – including sexual assault and
abuse, nursing home litigation, medical malpractice
law, wrongful death claims, transportation injuries,
premises liability claims, defective product claims,
construction site injuries and Workers Compensation. She can be contacted at cgallagher@dwyercoogan.com or at (312) 782-7482
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iBAM! 13, The Irish Books, Arts and Music Celebration Takes Place October 22-23
iBAM!, a celebration of Irish Books,
the Arts and Music, will take place on
October 22-23 at the Irish American Heritage Center, 4626 N. Knox Ave., Chicago
Il 60631.

iBAM! Gala Awards Dinner
The Gala Awards Dinnertakes place
Friday, October 22nd in the beautiful
Erin Room on the 4th floor of the Heritage Center.
Tables will be limited to 6 people, and
maximum attendance will be 180. Tables
of six are $750 and single tickets are $125
each. To reserve a table or to buy tickets
visit www.ibamchicago.com, or you can
call Cliff at 312-498-1337.
A fun addition this year will be Poems
while you wait. Four poets will be on
hand at the gala to write poems for you
and your table during the Gala.
iBAM! NPO is a 501 (c) 3 and the
bulk of the proceeds from the weekend go to help the Irish American
Heritage Center, and the rest go to
iBAM! NPO to help put on this program.
Honorees this year include:
Person of the Year:
To be announced
Performing Arts: Larry Kirwan
Visual Arts: Joe Hogan
Literature: Colum McCann
Music: Cherish the Ladies
Volunteer of the Year:
Katherine Irene Higgins-Hruby, and
Harold Joseph Hruby

Performing Arts
Larry Kirwan was born in Wexford,
Ireland and lives in New York City.
He was leader of Black 47 for 25 years
during which the political rock band
played 2,500 gigs, released 16 albums
and appeared on Leno, Letterman,
O’Brien, Fallon and every major US TV
show.

He has written five books - three of
them are novels - including Liverpool
Fantasy and Rockin’ The Bronx, A Memoir, Green Suede Shoes, and A History
of Irish Music.
His latest novel Rockaway Blue was
recently published by Cornell U. Press.
He has written or collaborated on
19 plays and musicals including Paradise Square which began at the cell in
Manhattan as Hard Times (produced by
Nancy Manocherian, directed by Kira
Simring). Lucky for us here in Chicago,
Paradise Square will have its Chicago
debut on November 3rd at the Nederlander Theatre through December 5th
before it heads to Broadway!
He collaborated with Thomas Keneally (Schindler’s List) on the musical,
Transport, for which he wrote music and
lyrics. It was produced at The Irish Repertory Theatre (directed by Tony Walton). His political thriller, Rebel in the
Soul, was also produced at “The Rep.”
He is currently adapting The Informer
for stage. A political activist, he is an

Irish Echo columnist and celebrity host of
Celtic Crush on SiriusXM Satellite Radio.
He was also president of Irish American
Writers & Artists for five years.

Visual Arts

Author, and basket designer/maker,
Joe Hogan, has been making baskets at
Loch na Fooey in County Galway since
1978, and in that time has earned a
reputation for making strong, durable
baskets of the highest quality.
The colours in these award winning
baskets are those of the natural willows
which are grown at Loch na Fooey.
Joe also makes indigenous Irish baskets
such as the creel.
These are available at https://www.
joehoganbaskets.com, and are described
in his book, Basketmaking in Ireland,

“It is simply impossible to imagine an
audience that wouldn’t enjoy what they
do,” says the Boston Globe speaking of
Joanie Madden and Cherish the Ladies,
the long-running, Grammy-nominated,
Irish-American super group that formed
in New York City in 1985 to celebrate

“passionate, tender, and rambunctious,”
and the Washington Post praises their
“astonishing array of virtuosity.” They’ve
won recognition as the BBC’s Best Musical Group of the Year and were named
Top North American Celtic Group at the
Irish Music Awards and not to mention
having a street named after them in
the Bronx!
They’ve collaborated with such mu-

the rise of women in what had been a
male-dominated Irish music scene and
has since toured the world, played the
White House and the Olympics, recorded 17 outstanding albums including a
live recording, “An Irish Homecoming,”
which was simultaneously videotaped
for a Public Television Special that aired
across America and won an Emmy.
Under the leadership of National Heritage Award winner and All-Ireland flute
and whistle champion Joanie Madden,
named by The Irish Voice as one of the
Top 25 most influential Irish Americans
of the past quarter century, these ladies
create an evening that includes a spectacular blend of virtuoso instrumental
talents, beautiful vocals, captivating arrangements, and stunning step dancing.
Their continued success as one of the
top Celtic groups in the world is due to the
ensembles ability to take the best of Irish
traditional music and dance and put it
forth in an immensely entertaining show.
The New York Times calls their music

sicians as The Boston Pops, The Clancy
Brothers, the Chieftains, Vince Gill,
Nanci Griffith, Pete Seeger, Don Henley,
Arlo Guthrie and Maura O’Connell as well
as being the featured soloist with over
300 nights of symphony orchestras.
Since its inception in 1985, Joanie
Madden has been the leader and driving
force behind the all-female Irish music
and dance troupe, Cherish the Ladies.
As the group celebrates it’s 36th year,
her devoted, tireless leadership of Cherish the Ladies has been crucial to that
ensemble’s growing global appeal. As
the first full time all-female ensemble,
she continues to break down barriers as
she leads the group around the world
to perform in the finest venues while
representing the strong roots and pride
as Irish-American ambassadors of Celtic
music.
“The Celtic Album,” their collaboration recording with the Boston Pops
Symphony led to a 1999 Grammy nomination for best classical crossover. Their

published by Wordwell in 2001.

Music
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reputation and popularity led to Bob
Dylan requesting the band to perform for
his private function following his sold out
celebration of his 35 years in the music

business held at Madison Square Garden.

Literature
Colum McCann is the award-winning
author of seven novels and three collections
of short stories. His most recent novel,
Apeirogon became an instant international bestseller and has already won several
significant international awards including
the Prix Montluc, the Elle Prize, the
Jewish National Book Award in the United
States, as well as being short-listed for the
Dublin Literary Award, the Orwell Prize,
the Dalkey Book Prize, the
German Peace Prize and the
Greggor von Rezzori Prize. It
was also long-listed for the
Booker Prize. Movie rights
to Apeirogon were bought
by Steven Speilberg’s Amblin
company. The novel was a
New York Times best-seller
and, despite being launched
just as Covid upturned the
world, it hit the lists in Canada, Britain, Ireland, France,
Germany and Italy. The book
has already been translated
into several languages, including Arabic.
Let the Great World Spin
was published in 2009 and
won worldwide acclaim,
including The 2009 National
Book Award in the U.S, the 2010 Best Foreign Novel Award in China, the International
Impac Award 2011, a literary award from
the American Academy of Arts and Letters,
and several other major international literary prizes.
Let the Great World Spin became a
best-seller on four continents. His novel
TransAtlantic was also an international
sensation and became an immediate New
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York Times best-seller on its release in
2013. It too garnered several international awards, including the Mondello Citta
de Palermo Prize in Italy.
McCann’s fiction has been published in
over 40 languages and has appeared in
The New Yorker, Esquire, Paris Review,
Granta, The Atlantic Monthly, GQ, Tin
House, Bomb and several other places.
He has written for numerous publications
including The New York Times, the Irish
Times, the Irish Independent, Die Zeit,
La Republicca, Paris Match, the Guardian, the Times and the Independent.
McCann is an international artist. Born
in Ireland, he has travelled extensively
around the world. He and his wife Allison
lived in Japan for eighteen months. He
currently lives in New York City, where he
holds dual Irish and American citizenship.
He is a member of the Irish Academy,
Aosdana, and was awarded a Chevalier
des arts et lettres by the French government in fall 2009 (making him one
of a exclusive number of foreign artists
recognised in France for their literary
contributions: other recipients have
included Salman Rushdie, Phillip Gourevitch and Julian Barnes).
In 2017 he was elected to the American
Academy of Arts and Letters.
The territory of McCann’s work is inter-

SUPPORT IRISH CULTURE!

Sponsor An Event
Buy Tickets to the Program
Buy Tickets to the Gala
Buy Tickets to Gaelic Park Players
new play, Bloomsday, Oct 23
6:30pm
Buy Tickets to Cherish the Ladies
Concert, Saturday, Oct 23, 8pm
www.ibamchicago.com

national in scope and geography – his topics
have ranged from homeless people in the
subway tunnels of New York, to the “Troubles” in Northern Ireland, to the effects of
9/11, to a poetic examination of the life
and culture of the Roma in Europe. He is
known as a writer of style and substance,
hailed by critics and readers alike. Among
his major influences are Michael Ondaatje,
John Berger, Don DeLillo, E.L Doctorow,
Toni Morrison, Edna O’Brien and the Irish
novelist Benedict Kiely. McCann is known a
“poetic realist” and a “literary risk-taker,”
a writer who is known to tackle the dark
in order to get through to the light – “any
sort of light, however compromised” – on
the far side.
McCann is very active in New York and
Irish-based charities – in particular organizations such as the global charity Narrative
4 (narrative4.com) which he co-founded
with Lisa Consiglio in June 2013, along with
several other founding artists. Much of his
current teaching is through the Artists Network at Narrative 4, where he visits high
schools along with fellow artists Ishmael
Beah, Lila Azam Zanganeh, Ru Freeman
and Terry Tempest Williams.
He is also involved with other non-profits including the Irish Arts Centre, The
Irish Repertory Theatre, Origin Theater,
PEN, the New York Public Library, Art for
Amnesty, the Norman Mailer
Colony, and Roddy Doyle’s
Fighting Words.
Let the Great World Spin
received unprecedented international recognition on
its release in 2009. McCann
was awarded the Deauville
Festival Literary Prize; the
Ambassador Award; the inaugural Medici Book Club prize;
Amazon.Com’s “Book of the
Year,” 2010; the 2010 NAIBA
“Book of the Year,” given by
independent book-sellers,
and he was the overall winner
of the Grinzane Award in Italy.
The book was short-listed for
several other awards including Irish Novel of the Year. In
2010 he was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship from the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.
The film rights for Let the Great World
Spin were bought by J.J Abrams, the
highly acclaimed director and creator of
“Lost.” McCann is currently adapting the
screenplay along with Abrams. It is not
McCann’s first foray into film — his short
film Everything in this Country Must,
directed by Gary McKendry, was nominated
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for an Academy Award Oscar in 2005.
In 2003 Colum was named Esquire magazine’s Writer of the Year for their “Best
and Brightest” issue. Other awards and
honors include a Pushcart Prize, the Rooney
Prize, the Hennessy Award for Irish Literature, the Irish Independent Hughes and
Hughes/Sunday Independent Novel of the
Year 2003, and the inaugural 2002 Ireland
Fund of Monaco Princess Grace Memorial
Literary Award.
“I believe in the democracy of story-telling,” said McCann in an interview. “I love
the fact that our stories can cross all sorts
of borders and boundaries. I feel humbled
by the notion that I’m even a small part
of the literary experience. I grew up in
a house, in a city, in a country shaped by
books. I don’t know of a greater privilege
than being allowed to tell a story, or to
listen to a story. They’re the only thing we
have that can trump life itself.”
McCann was born in Dublin in 1965 and
began his career as a journalist in The Irish
Press. In the early 1980’s he took a bicycle
across North America and then worked as a
wilderness guide in a program for juvenile
delinquents in Texas. After a year and a half
in Japan, he and his wife Allison moved to
New York where they currently live with
their three children, Isabella, John Michael
and Christian.
McCann taught in Hunter College in New
York, in the Creative Writing program,
with fellow novelists Peter Carey and Tea
Obreht. The program is considered one of
the finest in the country: only six students
are accepted each year. In 2021 he became
the Thomas Hunter Writer in Residence.
He is the co-founder of Narrative 4, a
global non-profit (narrative4.com). Led
by artists, educators, students and community activists (including Lisa Consiglio,
Terry Tempest Williams, Ishmael Beah, Rob
Spillman, Lila Azam Zanganeh, Greg Khalil,
Assaf Gavron, Tyler Cabot, Colm Mac Con
Iomaire, Sting and several others), Narrative 4 brings young people together from
all over the world to “walk in one another’s
shoes.” “It’s an act of radical empathy,”
says McCann. “You tell my story and I’ll tell
yours. We’ve had incredible results from all
over the world.
From Newtown, Connecticut to Belfast
to Kentucky to Tampico, Mexico. From
gang-land kids in Chicago to the streets of
Limerick. What story-telling does is that it
increases the lungs of the world. After the
exchanges, these young people go back into
their communities and begin to alter their
worlds from the ground up. We’re looking
to develop a generation of truly empathetic
leaders.”
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Saturday Program October 23rd

the often-overlooked diversity that exists within the
global Irish community. #IAmIrish allows each of us
The iBAM! Program for Saturday includes Authors and to reflect on our own perceptions of color, culture,
their books, artists and their art, musicians and their music identity, and heritage. Time and room TBA.
live and in person to be named soon on our website and in
Theater
the October edition.
The Gaelic Park Players will be hold a
Photography
special performance of their play, BLOOMSDAY by Steven Dietz., at iBAM! on Saturday,
Display
October 23 at 6:30 pm. Tickets $15 online
Kevin O’Donnell,
at www.ibamchicago.com. The play will be
the popular lead singdirected by Gail Lauryn who has directed
er of Arranmore, is
several productions for the Gaelic Park
a fine photographer,
Players.
and he will grace
Hailed by WTTW Theatre Critic, Hedy
iBAM! with a display
Weiss, as hauntingly beautiful, “…a breathof his photography
taking play about time, love, regret and
in the Art Gallery on
fateful decisions, Bloomsday is a nostalgic
the second floor of
look at what would happen if you could go
the Center, located in the Northeast corner of the floor. back in time to talk to your younger self.
Opens at Noon.
The story is about Robert and Cait:
Kevin has some amazing photographs of the beautiRobert returns to Dublin to reunite with
ful Door County in
Wisconsin and elsewhere.
He braves every
kind of weather to get
his photographs and
it pays off with some
incredible shots.

Panel
Discussion
#IAmIrish is a collection of simple yet
powerful portraits of
Irish people of color.
The exhibition directly acknowledges
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Cait, the woman who captured his heart during a James
Joyce literary tour thirty-five years ago. Dancing backwards
through time, the older couple retraces their steps to discover their younger selves. Through youthful Robbie and
Caithleen, they relive the unlikely, inevitable events that
brought them-–only briefly--together. This time-traveling
love story blends wit, humor, and heartache into a buoyant,
moving appeal for making the most of the present before
it becomes the past.

Music Concert

Joannie Madden of Cherish the Ladies is setting
up a live concert to take place at iBAM! on Saturday,
October 23rd, time and price to be determined. As
soon as we have all the information it will be at www.
ibamchicago.com

Celtic Women Intl Lit Salon
The CWI Literary Salon will offer a schedule of short
cultural presentations beginning at Noon by authors,
historians, artists, poets and musicians. Watch the iBAM
website for the Salon Schedule updates.
arthurmurphy@murphyandsmith.net reminds
us Cook Co. Tax Bills are now available online!
The due date is Friday, October 1, 2021.

ALL IRELAND FINALS SEPTEMBER 11TH
Can be viewed at several locations
around Chicagoland including
Gaelic Park
and
The Wolfhound Bar and Kitchen,
3188 N Elston Ave, Chicago 60618
$20 cover, we’ll be open at 8 a.m.!

Due to a shortage of space this month,
Mick, our column by Mike Morley, can be
viewed online by visiting
www.irishamericannews.com
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The Six Penny Bit
5800 West Montrose 773-545-2033

Also Check Our Daily Specials

Fall Special- ALL DAY
All Domestic Beers (Btl) $2.50
All Imported Beers $3.50

Despite the hot and extremely humid conditions
the Inaugural Naperville Irish Fest was a smashing
success with events and activities for every age in
the family. One of the highlights of the Festival was
the Hurling Tournament that was sponsored by the
Naperville Hurling Club.
Teams representing the Hurling Club of Madison,
Michael Cusack Hurling Club Chicago, Purdue University and the Naperville Hurling Club competed
hard for two games each with Madison walking away
with the silverware. The championship game pitted

A family tradition of Irish Radio in Chicago Since 1951
Jack, Denise, and Ed Hagerty Host

The Hagerty Irish Hour

9 am - 11am Saturdays WPNA 1490 AM

Since 1957

Feel Right at
Home Here!

Fresh Baked
Soda Bread
Scones,
Meat Pies,
Sausage Rolls

for your

TRADITIONAL IRISH BREAKFAST

Fresh Sausage, Rashers, Boiling Bacon
Black & White Puddings

Belleek, Galway Crystal,
Books, Clothing, Jewelry
•T-Shirts •Hats •Flags
•Stickers•CD’s •Novelties

We use UPS to Ship Worldwide!

SUMMER HOURS 6/29-8/20
M CLOSED TU-WE 10-3 TH-FR 12-6
SAT 10-5
SUN 10-3
6346 W GUNNISON ST
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60630

gaelicimportschicago@gmail.com
facebook gaelic imports Chicago
773-792-1905
FAX: 773-792-1925

Located NW Side of Chicago!

Kitchen Party Ceili Radio

at 9pm Central on WICR FM 88.7 or www.
wicronline.org. Also Monday at 4pm Central on
WXTF 97.9 FM in Harrisville, Michigan, and on
Friday 6:30 am Central on Blues & Roots Radio,
bluesandrootsradio.com
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Madison against the Cusacks, two of the
more well-established hurling clubs in the
Midwest. Madison was a tad better on that
day but the Cusacks never lie down and
I’m sure will be looking for some revenge
at the Madison Hurling Tournament on
September 18!
Players of all abilities participated with
Naperville loaning some players to Purdue to complete their panel. Purdue assured the organizers that
hurling is alive and well at the University and they
were looking forward to many more friendly matches
throughout the fall and into next season.
Fans throughout the festival walked over to the
pitch to take in what many called “a game they had
never heard of or seen.” The consensus from the
bystanders/fans was that the games were extremely
exciting and they were amazed at both the speed of
the games and the skill level of the players. Many of
the onlookers stated that they would be interested
in playing the game and they were invited to go the
Naperville Hurling booth where hurleys and sliotars
were available for anyone of any age who wanted to
give it a go. Over 100 people visited throughout the
2 day festival with most of them expressing how fun
it was to try something new.
As part of the festival a longest poc contest was
held on one of the pitches with over 50 people trying
to score a point and win a $50.00 prize. The women’s
winner was a 12-year-old local girl who had never
touched a hurley before but she hit from 30 yards
out. She explained that she plays softball and she
thought the skills she learned in that sport helped
her. The men’s winner scored his point from 60 yards
and Naperville Hurling is anxious to get him signed
up for the club. It was hoped that a traditional poc
fada could have been held but space was limited. It
is definitely a concept that is being investigated for
next year’s festival.
Organizers of Irish Fest thought that hurling was a
great addition to the weekend and they can’t wait
for next year when the hurling tournament will be
even larger. Naperville Hurling is expected to add
a camogie and Gaelic football tournament to the
fest lineup and possibly play a 9 vs. 9 tournament
for hurling.
Many people commented that hurling is “alive and
well” in Naperville. The club has grown tremendously
in the past two years in spite of the pandemic. 20-30
members have been coming out to training twice a
week and a successful spring pub league has now blossomed into a fall league as well. It was just two years
ago when a good training session would have eight
participants’ so the excitement level is trending up.
Many of the players have never held a hurley prior
to their first training session but with patient coaching and a welcoming club the skill levels are going
up exponentially. The American born players are all
in the same boat when it comes to giving the sport
a try. Most have never played and maybe have only
heard about it so no one is a star right off the bat.
That fact alone keeps people coming back as the
improvement is rapid and the sport is so much fun.
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Hello there again. How did you all
enjoy the summer? I like the cooler
fall/autumn weather. Especially when
there are no mosquitos around. I was just
chatting to a friend of mine Mark about
all the car hijacking in Chicago. He just
reminded me what happened to us about
twenty three years ago when his mother
and father June and Victor were out here
on their summer holidays. I think if I re
call we were all out for dinner with my
nephew who was the designated driver.
We were having a great night the jokes
were flying back and forward across
the table. The night was still young so I
invited them back to meet my husband
who had to work late while I was out
gallivanting. We were driving home. I
remember sitting at the traffic lights
and two guys in a car to our right was
staring at us. Suddenly the driver jumped
out and came around to my nephew’s
window. My nephew thought he needed
help so he rolled down his window and
this guy started punching him in the
side of his head. We were all in shock.
I remember screaming at the guy and
jumping across my nephew to protect
him while trying to find the button to
roll up the window. The next thing the
other guy got out of the car and started
banging on the bonnet (hood) of the car.
I felt my seat being shoved forward my
friend Mark who was the Illinois lightweight boxing champion at that time
leaped out of the car and did a karate
kid high chop six feet in the air with his
feet knocking these guys to the ground.
The thugs jumped up and started going
after my nephew. I turned around and
Mark’s father Victor and his mother June
were on top of one of them. I remember
Victor pulling off one of the guys huge
gold cross and chain off his neck which
made him drop to his knees crying on
the ground saying “my mother is going to
kill me if I lose that ‘’ while June, Mark’s
mother was hitting him on the head with
her handbag. I was trying to pull my
Nephew away and I snapped all my nails.
I recall that Victor threw the guy’s cross
and chain into an adjacent park beside
the traffic light which sent the two of
them scurrying off looking for it while
we jumped in the car and drove away
in total disbelief. I do not know who
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they think they were
or what they wanted
but they messed with
the wrong Irish people that night. A few
days later we met up
and were still reeling
from the shock of the situation. Wondering why it happened. Where we in the
wrong place at the wrong time. ? did they
follow us from the restaurant? Obviously
these guys were on something other than
alcohol. Today with all the car jacking’s,
I’m sure if these guys had a gun on them
we would not be alive today to tell this
story. Anyway we all survived to tell the
tale and have remained great friends
ever since. Hoping to meet up with Mark
parents next year in their home town of
Drogheda. I was there when Pope John
Paul visited. I remember we camped out
all night in a field to get a seat up front
which we did and his holiness caught my
eye which sent shivers down my spine or
was it my damp clothes from our wonderful Irish weather. He had the most
beautiful blue eyes and such a kindly
smiling face. I wish we had iPhone back
then as I was so mesmerized I forgot to
take pictures. The next time was when
my best friend died and I flew into Dublin
and June Mark mum picked me up. We
had tea and she walked me around the
town ending up in the chapel lighting
candles where Saint Oliver Plunket head
was. It was quite disturbing to look at
but I felt sad for all the religious torture
and persecution he had been through
for us. Here are few more details if you
want to visit. The people are so friendly
there are lots of beautiful shops so bring
lots of dollars.
Drogheda is Saint Oliver Plunket head
is kept in Saint Peters church.
Around 1680 Oliver Plunket was
hanged for promoting the Roman Catholic faith .300 years later he was canonized becoming first Irish saint in 700
years. He was born in County Meath.He
was also Archbishop to County Armagh..
At that time the British were totally
against Catholicism .Oliver was arrested
and charged with treason for plotting to
assassinate King Charles. The allegations
were false but none the less he was tried
for treason with an all protestant jury.
Who found him guilty? Denied all legal
counsel .he was 55 years old. He was
hanged, drawn and quartered. His body
was buried in two tin boxes which later
ended up in Rome Germany Ireland.
His head was brought to county louth
Drogheda around 1920.where it remains
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today. Oliver was canonized in 1975.He miracle for their loved ones.
was deemed our patron saint for peace
Well there you have it. Looking forand reconciliation. Today people come ward to taking my daughter back home
from all over the world to pray and seek next summer. till next time. Stay well.

RESIDENTIAL ● COMMERCIAL
Industrial ● Low Voltage
Solutions ● Gato Automation
Cctv ● Intercom Systems
Celticon Electrical Services

773-540-9535

People creating progress!

OLD
ORLAND
INSURANCE
A G E N C Y, I N C .
Since 1946

“We sell Peace Of Mind.”
HOME • LIFE • AUTO • HEALTH • BUSINESS

ALL TYPES OF CONTRACTORS
14308 Union Orland Park, IL 60462

708-349-2000
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Dingle Cottage: This gorgeous house is loaded with many
amenities. Washer, dryer, microwave, coffee makers, fully updated
kitchen, a new steam shower & jacuzzi in the master suite. Sleeps
8. 4 bedrooms, two en-suite. Master on 1st floor w/queen bed.
Upstairs en-suite bedroom has 2 single beds that can become a
king, a bedroom with 2 single beds, and a bedroom with double
bed. Rent is $3000 a week from March to October. $2500 from
October - March. Subject to availability. Colleen 312-399-8793

Stay in a Manor at a price
that’s gentle on your wallet!

Gurtenard House in Beautiful Listowel, Co. Kerry

Irish-American Owned and Maintained. Home to John B. Keane’s Pub,

Irish Writers Week, Jimmy Deenihan! Close to Dingle, Tralee and on
the Ring of Kerry! Call 011-353-87-348-1580 or email
kathy@gurtenardhouse.com - www.gurtenardhouse.com
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What is a Roth IRA?

By Brendan Houlihan
A Roth IRA is an individual retirement
account that grows tax free. Contributions going into the account are after tax
dollars. In comparison, a traditional IRA
are dollars that subjected to taxes when
taking distributions (RMDs).
Roth IRAs first became available in 1998
under the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997.
Leveraging the Roth IRA for your retirement planning is exactly what the wealthy
savers are doing. You can do it too! Let us
go over the specifics.
Benefits: Contributions withdrawn without incurring a penalty or tax. At age 59 ½
or older and account open for 5 years, the
earnings withdrawn without penalty and
tax free. RMDs for the Roth IRA owner are
not mandatory. Beneficiaries receive Roth
distributions tax free too.
Qualifications: There are certain income limits for contributing directly to a
Roth IRA. If above those limits, the back
door Roth IRA is a viable option.
Contributions: As long as you have
earned income you can contribute $6,000
every tax year. If over the age of fifty, you
can contribute $7,000.
Deadline: Contributions allowed annually by April 15. Contribution for 2021 due
by April 15, 2022.
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Gains: Holdings in a Roth IRA are growing
tax-free and benefit from compounding.
Penalty: 10% penalty on gains if withdrawn before age 59 ½.
Roth conversions: Ability to move
funds from a traditional IRA into a Roth
IRA. Create a tax-free pool of qualified
retirement money.
Protect you hard earned money. Call me
and I will guide you through the process.

Brendan Houlihan, a fiduciary, is Financial Advisor at BFH Wealth Management
and creator of the Learn to Earn Investment program for children. Member of the
Ed Slott Elite Advisor Group.
For more information on Brendan Houlihan’s business, you can visit his website
at bfhwealthmanagement.com, call him
at (708)280-8753, or contact him by email
at brendan@BFHWealthManagement.com

We’ve Perfected Irish Comfort!

1234 N Astor St
Milwaukee, WI

Neighborhood
Friendly

Get Away to Milwaukee!
Restaurant Dining

Sun 11:30am – 8pm
Mon – Thur 5pm – 8pm
Fr 5pm – 9pmSat 3pm – 9pm
Reservations are encouraged

414-240-2288

Room Reservations
414-72-5273
Rooms include: WiFi
Continental breakfast
Complimentary parking
Double whirlpool bath

Guinness Brewmaster, Fergal Murray recognizes
County Clare Irish Pub for the best Guinness pint in Wisconsin!

Delivery Available through
UberEats & EatStreet!

countyclare-inn.com
No Whinging!
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Hello everyone,
Hope you had a wonderful summer! I spent 2 really nice weeks
recently with my wife Margaret,
and son Declan. We took Declan to
visit the home place of his grandfather in Hollymount, Mayo, and
then to his grandmother’s home
place near Glenamaddy, Galway.
After we did our visit we decided
we wanted to go to Tuam, Galway,
to visit the place where the Bon
Secours, Mother, and Baby Home
was situated. This is where my
write-up will change.
We couldn’t find the place, so
we asked three different people
who all gave us the same directions. We still couldn’t find it
until someone told us “when you
go halfways up the street there’s
kind of an alleyway but there is
no sign so, just keep a lookout.”
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We were shocked that it was so
hard to find. Eventually, we found
a playground. Off to the right,
there were people in a little plot
of ground, probably around 30 ft
by 30 ft. We were lucky because
there was a film company there as
we entered. The feeling as I entered the area was overwhelming.
It was very emotional. It took me
a while until I was able to speak.
We spoke with some of the
survivors that were there. They
were more than willing to share
their stories. Volunteers were
placing hundreds of crosses on the
ground with the children’s names
and how old they were when they
died. I spoke to a lady in a grey
coat who was standing there alone
and very quiet. We had a chat and
as we talked I could see that she
was like someone that was lost.

After a time she said to me “the
septic tank is over there by the
wall.” I went over to a little grotto
that was by the wall and said some
prayers. To think of the indignity
that these children and their
mothers suffered at the hands of
these nuns is just beyond belief.
The people we spoke to told us
that mothers were not allowed
to show any love to their children. The mothers could not hold
or cuddle their children. They
were only allowed to breastfeed
them and change their nappies.
Originally the home consisted of
seven acres with a high fortress
wall around the perimeter. Now,
it’s just this little plot. The area
around the plot is now a housing
estate and more than likely there
are remains of these children
underneath these houses.
We were shocked to hear that
numerous times President Higgins
was contacted as were the Irish
government and church officials.
President Higgins who represented Galway West Constituency
has never visited the site. The
grotto and the plot were made
possible by the local residents.
It’s also thanks to a wonderful and
dedicated lady called Catherine
Corless who brought this horrific
situation to light. She worked tirelessly to find out if the children
buried here were actually from
the time of the Genocide caused
by Britain 1845 - 1852. As the
place was formerly a workhouse.
She then discovered the place
was taken over by the Bon Secours nuns in 1925. She contacted
the church, the government, and
every way she could but always
a closed door. Eventually, she
was able to obtain the death
certificates. She was asked “do
you really want all the names”
she answered “yes.” She was
told there were so many of them
and it would cost a lot of money.
Catherine paid for them. In total
she received 796 death certificates. These children ranged from
newborn to 7 years old.
I promised the survivors that I
met, I would share their stories.
This is what I will write about in
next month’s column. I showed a
poem I had written to Kathleen
Mulryan. Kathleen is one of the

volunteers and like all of them
is very involved in this very, very
worthy cause. God Bless them
for bringing this shocking series
of events to light. She asked me
to send it to her. This poem titled
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‘Footsteps Down The Hall’

Poem written by Joe McShane
Another night with footsteps down the hall
I hear another pleading voice call
I lie here wishing God could take me home
In the darkness within these walls of stone
verse
I wonder where my mommy is tonight
I just recall those bitter tears flowing from her eyes
I pray each night I’ll be with her again
They keep telling me my mother lived in sin
verse
All I have are memories to cling to
Of the warmest love, a child would ever need
How could anyone make judgments about her
And break a bond apart and called us sinners
verse
With insult and scars, you broke the children’s hearts
You took their world and tore it all apart
Then told them it’s just what they deserve
In the name of God you profess to serve
Joe McShane

Mike Scanlon
Passes at 79

We lost a great GAA man
recently, Mike Scanlon, former
GAA Chairman and Treasurer. He
also served on the BOD of Gaelic
Park. I served as his secretary
of the GAA at club and country
level for many years, and he
taught me a lot about the GAA.
Founding member of the Limerick Hurling Club in 1959.
Harry Costelloe
Michael “Mike” Scanlon,
age 79, U.S. Army Veteran,
born in Ballyhahill, Co. Limerick, Ireland, passed away
August 16, 2021, at home surrounded by his loving family.
Mike was the beloved husband of Ann (nee O’Callaghan),
for 54 wonderful years; loving
father of Joann M. (Lane)
Hendle, Michael J. (Kathleen)
Scanlon and Eileen F. (Billy)
Mahler; dearest son of the late
Margaret and James Scanlon
cherished grandfather of Kyle,
Kaileen, Ryan, Kevin, Aaron,
Brayden, Payton and Connor;
dear brother of Patrick (Peggy)

and Morty (Ann) Scanlon, Joan
(the late James) Mahon, Mame
(Gerry) Kavanagh and the late
Bobby Scanlon; brother-in-law
of Patrick (Ida) O’Callaghan,
the late Hannah (and late Joseph) McPartlan, the late Sean
(Rita) O’Callaghan and the
late Sister Eileen O’Callaghan
D.C.; fond uncle of many and
friend to all who crossed his
path.
Mike worked for both Sears,
Roebuck & Co. and the City of
Chicago. He was a longstanding member and served on the
board of both the Limerick
Hurling Club and the G.A.A.

Join us on the links for

GolfinG fore Green
a fundraiser for the Irish American Heritage Center!
Where: Tam Golf Course, 6700 Howard Street, Niles, IL 60714
Date: Saturday, September 18
Start: 9:30am
Each group going out every 10 minutes

Price: $75
Includes: Nine holes of golf,
golf carts, voucher for a sandwich
and drink (beer, wine, or
soft drink), prizes, and more!
Sponsorships and Challenges:
Hole Sponsor
$100
Closest to the Pin wins $200
Longest Drive wins
$200

Since it will be Halfway to
St. Patrick’s Day, there will be
prizes for Best Kilt on the
Course and Most Green Worn.
4626 North Knox Avenue • Chicago, IL 60630
Register online at www.irish-american.org
Or Mail Checks and Info to IAHC
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The boundaries of Story,
People and Place blur and
blend into each other in the
wild places of Ireland, it is that
haze of definition which fuels
and inspires my work.
Growing up in farming countryside meant herding cattle,
searching for missing sheep,
collecting hay and warm days
in the bog. At the time it was
work, when I would have rather been off playing football
with my friends.
Unbeknownst at the time,
it developed in me, a life long
hostility towards the practice of ‘turning Turf,’ but more
importantly, a deep appreciation for the land itself, a
patchwork of stone-walled fields and semi-tamed vistas.
Its myths of strange creatures in the far field or magical
battles between legendary figures that occurred thousands of years ago, and just a mile or so beyond the crossroads. Its history, centuries old cottages, now derelict,
blend back into the wild. Abandoned Abbeys and Castle
ruins are among the many testimonies to lives past, that
spot the landscape in every direction.
My Painting, The Ruins of Creevagh Castle, is one
example - A castle tower, a stronghold of the local O’
Flaherty Clan, laid siege and blown to ruin by the English
authorities sometime in the sixteenth century, now it’s
little more than a raised mound of rocks on my neighbour’s
land and a curiosity to the cattle that patrol that patch
of grass. www.FunArt.ie
In The Monks Fishing House, which is in reality is a
scenic medieval building located on the river Corrib

“WE’VE ALWAYS BEEN GREEN!”
and local hotspot for wedding photography - A fact I paired with the
tale of the ‘Fairy trout’ where a lover
bereft at the disappearance of her
betrothed, who was slain and thrown
into the river. They got the chance to
reunite as fish, thanks
to a few sympathetic
Fairies.
I used my Art firstly
to try and portray the
beauty of this part of
the world and secondly to get a foothold in
the grand existential
scheme of things. Some
days it works, some days
it doesn’t, the most important thing is having
Fun trying to figure it out,
for the world is what you
make it.
Originally from South Mayo and currently living just outside Galway city,
artist David P O’ Malley, received his
Honours degree in Fine art (painting),
in 2005, and a Higher Diploma in Art
Education in 2010. David is a founding
member of the Loft, an artist studio
space, and a member of the Galway
Creative Makers
David is an Oil painter, who draws
inspiration for the landscape around
him- its people and its history, which
are expressed in his informative,
satirical style through paintings and
books under his Fun Art banner. He
likes to balance the more traditional
and sometimes philosophically infused,
landscape and figurative paintings under his pseudonym David Bog.
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Irish American Hall of Fame to Recognize Class of 2020 Inductees in April 2022
The Irish American Hall of Fame would
have celebrated 10 years of recognizing
outstanding Irish Americans in April 2020.
Obviously, due to the Covid-19 pandemic
and the restrictions on large gatherings,
that couldn’t happen either in 2020 or
even in 2021! The next Hall of Fame Gala
will be held on April 29, 2022. We look
forward to gathering once again with the
best of the Chicago Irish community to
recognize the eight outstanding 2020 inductees and Hometown Hero listed below.
This esteemed group will join the 86 Irish
Americans previously inducted into the
Hall of Fame.
The Irish American Hall of Fame is national in scope and operated under the
auspices of the Irish American Heritage
Center in Chicago. The Hall of Fame
seeks to preserve the “story” of the Irish
in America by recognizing and honoring
the outstanding contributions of Irish
Americans to society. Over 400 nominations were considered from throughout
the U.S. and a rigorous screening process
applied to produce a final slate of 47 candidates. A voting body 100+ prominent Irish
Americans from across the country elected
this year’s inductees.
halloffame@irishahc.org
www.iahof.org

2020 Inductees
Arts & Humanities
Liz Carroll (born
September 19, 1956)
is an Irish fiddler, composer, and recording
artist. Liz has toured
as a solo artist and
with the Greenfields
of America, Trian, as
the duo Liz Carroll & John Doyle, String
Sisters, and now as a duo with guitarist
and pianist Jake Charron. Liz was born in
Chicago of Irish parents. Her father Kevin
was from Brocca, County Offaly, and her
mother Eileen was from Ballyhahill, West
Limerick.
Conan Christopher
O’Brien (born April
18, 1963) is an American television host,
comedian, writer, and
producer. He is best
known for hosting several late-night talk shows; since 2010, he
has hosted Conan on the cable channel
TBS. O’Brien was born in Brookline,
Massachusetts and was raised in an Irish
Catholic family.

Business & Industry
Kathleen Kennedy (born June 5,
1953) , co-founder
of Amblin Entertainment with Steven
Spielberg in 1982 and
currently the President of Lucasfilms
LTD, is one of the
most successful and respected producers
and executives in the film industry today.
Public Service
Ambassador Jean Kennedy Smith
(born February 20, 1928) is the 8th child
of Joseph and Rose
Kennedy, younger sister to President John
Kennedy and Senators
Robert Kennedy and
Ted Kennedy. She is the
founder of ‘Very Special Arts’ known as VSA,
a not-for-profit international organization
on art and disabilities. She served as U.S.
Ambassador to Ireland from 1993-98.
Religion
Monsignor John “Jack” Egan (19162001) was a Catholic priest who fought for
issues of social justice,
racial equality and human dignity. Ordained
in Chicago in 1943, Msgr.
Egan lived his life as
an activist priest for he
believed that “the primary responsibility of the
church [was] to be on the side of the poor.
Sports
John McDonough (born May 19, 1953)
is a sports executive
who is perhaps best
known for his two decades with the Chicago Cubs. From 2007
until April 2020, McDonough served as
President and then President/CEO of the
Chicago Blackhawks. On June 1, 2011,
McDonough was promoted to President and
CEO of the Blackhawks. John McDonough
is a Chicago native. He graduated from
Notre Dame College Prep High School and
St. Mary’s College in Winona, Minnesota.
Education
Father James F. Maguire, S.J. (19042000) began his tenure
as Loyola University’s
20th president in July,
1955. He served as
president for fifteen
years, and until 1969

he was also the rector of Loyola’s Jesuit
Community. During his term, Father
Maguire led the university through a period of growth and expansion. By 1970,
Loyola had become the largest Catholic
university in the United
States.Science
Rachel Louise Carson (1907 – 1964) is
an American marine
biologist, author, and
conservationist whose
book Silent Spring and other writings

are credited with advancing the global
environmental movement.
2020 Hometown Hero
James F. Coyne is Business Manager for
Chicago Journeyman’s Plumbers Local 130
UA and long-time General Chairman of the
Chicago St. Patrick’s
Day parade and the
annual St. Patrick’s Day
Queen Contest. Jim
serves as Vice President
for the Irish Fellowship Club of Chicago.
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CALL TODAY!
5 Day / 4 Night - $1449 Land Package Includes
Game Day Ticket to Wildcats vs. Cornhuskers
Private Coach Transfers to and from Aviva Stadium
4 Magical Nights at the Exclusive City Centre Iveagh Garden Hotel
Get Stuffed Full Irish Breakfast Daily

AUTHENTIC IRISH TOURS TRAVEL AGENCY
2502 BEECH ST, SUITE 40, VALPARAISO, IN 46383
Contact Martin Hughes l (219) 308-0832
airishtours@gmail.com l www.airishtours.com
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